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Academic Process
li

Demands

Vision:

D. Ivan Dykstra
The system of tenure gives rise to a misplaced sense of confidence and the academic
process is sometimes conducted like a cozy
game of tiddly winks.
These were among the threateningtrends in
higher education outlined by Hope's seniormost faculty member at a convocation marking
the beginning of the second semester on Jan.
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Dr. D. Ivan Dykstra, professor
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Courage."

Directing his comments almost exclusively
to his colleagueson the faculty, Dykstra
cautioned that the tenure system has given
rise to a widespread reliance on one's circumstances,rather than on one's talents, for a
sense of securityand confidence.
"When we rely on circumstances,we put
ourselves on the way to becoming, victims of
circumstances. ..." said the longtime professor
who gave up a ministerial career to join the
Hope faculty in the days before tenure,formal
contracts and job descriptions. "We still work
hard, but half of our effort is' misplaced. We
spend less energy on playing the game and
more on rigging the rules of the game, less
on the development of talent and more on advertisingwhat we are, less on the achievement of our maximums and more on the promotion of our averageness. ... If we rely on
institutionalized, mechanical security, we turn
out institutionalized, mechanical products
whether it be cars, or art or students."
Suggesting that wisdom gives rise to a
courage derived from internals— rather than
externals,such as tenure — Dykstra said that
wisdom should be more than the accumulation of knowledge and the perfecting of talents.
Using the words of Philosopher Alfred North
Whitehead, Dykstra challengedthat "the first
thing to do with an idea is to prove its worth
and not, heaven forbid, its worth merely in
the marketplace." He urged the faculty to
commit themselves with the dawning of the
1980s "to make less of quantitativesuccess
. and more of quality."
Increasingadeptness and assuredness of
faculty scholarsalso poses threatsto higher
education,Dykstra said. Facts, logic and conventional wisdom, he argued, can easily become "a shield by which we save ourselves
from attack."
"Wisdom isn't less than knowing facts
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since 1947, titled his remarks, "Grant Us
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Hope entered the game having lost to Calvin
22 consecutivetimes over the past 10 seasons
in one of Michigan's most spirited college
rivalries.
In additionto ending the hex, coach
place tie with Calvin in the

Glenn

into a first

MIAA

standings.
It was the team's seventh straight victory in
an 11-5 campaign, longesf win streak by a
Hope team in 15 years.
The victorybefore a capacity Holland Civic
Center audience of 3,000 fans was a fitting
climax to PresidentGordon Van Wylen's 60th
birthday.
Earlier in the year the Hope women defeated Calvin for the first time ever in-basketball.
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Theatre Production
Gains Regional Finals
The Hope theatre department production of
the musical "Mack and Mabel" was named a
finalist in the tri-state American College
Theatre regional finals.
The Jerry Herman musical was presented by
the Hope theatre department during the fall
semester and was one of six selected for the
regionalcompetition which was held at the
University of Akron, Ohio in January.
The musical centers around the life of comedy director Mack Sennett and the silent film
era. It was directed by Donald Finn of the Hope
theatre faculty.
The American College Theatre Festival, entering its 12th season, annually selects distinguished college and universityproductions in
13 regionaldistricts,with the winning shows

going on to the Kennedy Center in

Washington.
It is the third time during the 70's that Hope
has been honored as a regionalfinalist.Previous selections were "Hallelujah" in 1971 and
"Bullmoose" in 1975.
In addition,two Hope students were

named finalistsfor scholarshipsin the regional
Irene Ryan acting competition.They were Lori
Moore, a junior from Portage, Mich., and
Elizabeth DeVette, a senior from Muskegon,
Mich.

Critical Issues

Symposium Explores
The Middle East
The Middle East will be examined in depth
during the first Critical Issues Symposium
to be held at Hope College on Thursday,
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Classes will be cancelledMarch 13 to allow
students and faculty members the opportunity
to hear a series of keynote addresses and

"The academic process isn't always like a
cozy game of tiddly winks; it calls for vision,
and seeing higher visions sometimes hurts."
Dykstra, who will be retiring this spring
after 33 years of service to Hope, concluded

workshops.
symposium will be "Focus
on the Middle East: Israel and the Arab
World."
Keynotersrepresentingseveralviewpoints
will present lectures on the general theme
"The Configuration of Peace in the Middle
participate in

Theme

his remarks with a challenge for the future:

"We

could do worse,

I

think, than to com-

mit ourselves to something higher than

we've

seen before. To become pacesetters, not simply
by the standards of the disciplines, but for
them. To bend the enormous powers of the
academic life toward new commitments. To
the healing of mankind. To do the things we do
not just because it is in our power to do them,
but because they are good to do.

13.

"This symposium will provide an opportunity and environmentfor the Hope College
community to confront an issue of major contemporary significance,"noted President

when knowledge
Wisdom isn't always
standing pat ; it knows foundationssometimes
shake, and sometimes we must do the sha-
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A decade of frustrationended Feb. 6. as
the Hope men defeated perennial rival Calvin
in a key MIAA basketball game for both teams,

Van Wieren's Dutchmen moved
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Defeats Knights
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LAST CHANCE INTERVIEW: One

day Hope alumnnus Bruce van Voorst '54 was interviewing Ayatullah Khomeini as Time magazine's Man of the Year. A week later he
was one of first American journalists expelledfrom Iran. His account of that experience
appears on page 3. (Time Magazine photo by Kaveh Golstan)

for the

East."
The symposium will be open to the public.
A preliminary schedule appears on page two.
A brochure listing events, times and place*
may be obtained from the Hope College Office
of Information Services.

Research Grants
scene
campus

Russians Cancel

Two Hope chemistry professors,Drs.
The American tour of the Krasnayarsk
Donald H. Friedrichand Rodney F. Boyer,
Dance Company of Siberia, which had been
have been awarded grants to continue their
scheduled to perform as part of the Holland
researchin the areas of physicalchemistry and Great PerformanceSeries March 1, has been
biochemistry, respectively.
The two-year grants totaling $24,000 from
the Petroleum Research Fund, administered by
the American ChemicalSociety, are specifically designed to strengthen undergraduate
student interest in chemical research.
Students in Dr. Boyer's laboratorywill investigate the interaction of metals such as copper, zinc and iron with hydroxy fatty acids,
compounds that are naturallyoccurring in the
human brain. One objective of the research is
to explain the biochemical function of trace
metals found in the brain.
Students in Dr. Friedrich's laboratory will
use lasers to study hydrocarbons, which are
chemical compounds derived from petroleum.
One student will use lasers to measure thermal
conductivitiesof petroleumsolvents at very
low temperatures. Another student will assist
in developing a new method for measuring the
response of laser-energizedmolecules to electric fields.

More Honors
Senior Craig Groendyk was named the recipient of a National Collegiate Athletic Associa-

tion

(NCAA)

postgraduate scholarship.
Groendyk has already earned both AllAmerica and Academic All-Americarecognition for his role in leading the Hope football
team to the MIAA championship.
The scholarship,which includes a $2,000
award for use at the universityor professional
school of the student'schoice, is recognized as
one of the most prestigioushonors that can be
presented to a student-athlete.
"Considering the number of potentialcandidates from across the country, this award
stands as a significant honor for the student
and a tribute to your institution," said Walter
Byers, executive directorof the NCAA.
Only six football-playingstudents in the
NCAA Division III were presented the
scholarshipaward and Groendyk was the only
Michigan player among this year's 18 recipients in all of the NCAA divisions.
Groendyk is the first Hope student to receive
the award since 1974 when Ronald Posthuma

cancelled.
Michael Grindstaff,coordinator of cultural
affairs at Hope College,said notification of the
cancellationwas received from Columbia Artists management which is the dance company's booking agent.

The Great PerformanceSeries is cosponsored by the Holland Concert Association
and the Hope College CulturalAffairs committee.

The 80-member Krasnayarsk Dance Company was scheduled to begin a two-month-long
tour of the United States in January. Grindstaff
said arrangements are being made for an alternate event.

Honor

Retiring President

Retiring Alma College President Robert D.
Swanson was honored during the opening
convocation for the second semester.
Dr. Swanson was awarded an honorary Doctor of Humane Letters on behalf of the Hope
College Board of Trustees for his contributions
to private higher education during 23 years as
presidentof Alma College.He will retire from
the post at the end of the current school year.

The annual Hope College Model United Nations will be held March 6-7 with participants focusing on several topics of internationalconcern.

Sponsoredby the Hope College Political Science Department,the Model U.N. gives high
assume the role of a professionaldiplomat and to work with

school students the opportunity to

other delegates in a simulated United Nations.
Each delegate's goal is to achieve his own nationalobjectives while fostering a desired international consensus.
Among topics to be discussedwill be the unviersal refugee problem, world-wide energy
shortages, overpopulation, Sino-Soviet relations, and the Iranian crisis.
Guest speaker will be former Minnesota Congressman Walter Judd.

Humanities Post

Thursday,

9 a.m. — Ma)or Address: A Palestinian View

X
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z

basis with faculty mentors in the researchareas
of neurochemistry, organic synthesis,en-

vironmental chemistry, laser spearoscopy, toxicology, photochemistry and inorganic coordination chemistry, according to Prof. Rodney
F. Boyer, projectdirector.
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Association.
The Delegate Assembly is an advisory body
of 241 members, elected to represent the
28,000 members of the Modem Language
Association. Dr. Huttar will represent the
divisionon religious approaches to literature.
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Islam in the 20th Century
PresidentialPolitics and the Arab
Energy and U.S. Foreign Policy

assistant to the

World

American Church Involvement in the Arab World
2 p.m. — Major Address:

An

Israeli

-

View

3:30 p.m.— Workshops
The

PoliticalProcess in Israel
PresidentialPolitics and the Israeli World
The Peace-Making Process Begun at Camp David
Judaism in the 20th Century

Zionism in

Israel Today

7 p.m. — Major Address: The American

View

addresses and workshops open to the public A brochure
describing the symposium is available by writing Office of Information Services, Hope College, Holland Ml 49423.

All

Research
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Focus on the Middle East:
and the Arab World

10:30

chairman of Mobil Oil Corporation, will be on
the Hope College campus the week of April
13 as a Woodrow Wilson Visiting Fellow.
The Woodrow Wilson Fellow program was
establishedto encourage the flow of ideas
between the academic and non- academic worlds
and to help students see the relation between a
liberal education and their lives after graduation, according to Dr. Jacob Nyenhuis, Dean
for the Arts and Humanities.
Earlier this year Ambassador L. Dean Brown
visited under the program to discusscurrent
was honored.
affairs relatingto the Middle East.
Richardson will deliver a public address, in
addition to classroom lectures and meeting
Student
with student groups.
A graduate of Princeton University, he has
Hope College has been awarded a National
been employed by Mobil since 1948. He has
ScienceFoundation summer undergraduate reheld severalmanagement positionswith the
search grant to support the work of six students
firm, including chairman and president of
in basic chemical research.
Mobil Sekiyo K.K., the corporation'slargest
The Hope students will be among 1,003 of
overseas affiliate.
the nation's most gifted science majors to have
an opportunity to work directly with college
National Office
professorsand industrial scientists in research
English Professor Charles A. Huttar has
this coming summer.
Students selected for the Hope program will been elected to a three-year term on the
have an opportunity to work on a collaborative Delegate Assembly of the Modern Language

March 3

Israel

Wilson Scholar
William W. Richardson,

Symposium

Critical Issues

Jacob E. Nyenhuis, dean for the arts and
humanities, was recentlyelected to the executive committee of the Federationof Public Programs in the Humanities.
The Federation,based in Minneapolis, is a
national organizationof state humanities programs. Dr. Nyenhuis is a member of the
Michigan Council for the Humanities.

COMMUNITY
SEMESTER 80
• TIMELY INTELLECTUALLY STIMULATING MINI-COURSES
• FIVE SESSIONS - FEBRUARY 25 THRU MARCH 28
•

ALL COURSES TAUGHT BY HOPE COLLEGE

COST: $30

PROFESSORS

Per Course, Discounts Available for Multiple Family Registradons.

SHAKESPEARE'SDRAMAS
Professor John Cox Tuesdays 7 P.M. Lubbers 103
THE FICTION OF JOHN UPDIKE
Professor Kathleen Verduin Mondays 7 P.M. Lubbers 101
JOURNEY INTO SELF
Professor Robert Brown Thursdays 7 P.M. Peale 027
PRESIDENTIAL POLITICS 1980
Professor James Zoetewey Monday 7 P.M. Lubbers
0
EUROPEAN CAPITALS IN HISTORY
Professor David Clark Wednesdays 7:30 P.M. Lubbers 1 10
BEGINNING RACQUETBALL FOR WOMEN
1

Professor George Kraft Tues. &. Thurs. 9:30-

THE

WHAT

/

WHY

Professor Harvey

/

0:30 A.M.

Dow

Center

HOW OF PERSONAL COMPUTING

Leland Tuesdays 7-9 P.M. Physics-Math205

RELIGIOUS THEMES IN
Professor

1

1

DRAMA

George Ralph Tuesdays 7 P.M. DeWitt 22

1

SOCIAL DANCE
Editor: Tom Renner
Editorial Assistant: Eileen Verduin Beyer
Student Assistant: Debra Hall
Student Photo Staff: George Baumgartner,Douglas Congdon, Paul Hartje,John Kobus '75,

Due N. Nguyen, David Sundin

Professor Sandra Parker Tuesdays 7

BIRD

P.M. Dow Dance Studio

STUDY

Professor Eldon GreiJ Tuesday 7-9 P.M. Peale 151
- May
3)
ENGINEERINGSCIENCE 495-FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS-THEORY8.
1 sem. hr. credit given)
TUITION 8. FEES: $100. 1.0 undergraduate credit
Professor Robert Norton Mondays 7 P.M. Physics-Math205
(NOTE: This course will meet April 8

1

APPUCATION

(

from Hope College USPS 785-720 is published during Febmary,
April, June, August, October and December by Hope College, 85 East 12th Street, Holland,

Official Publication:news

Michigan, 49423

A brochure describing course offerings is availablefrom the Hope Registrar.

U.S. Foreign Policy and Iran
Editor's note: VJe have invited an authorityon
Iranian politics,Professorof Political Science
Renze L. Hoeksema, to share his insights on
the current crisis.Dr. Hoeksema is a 1948
Hope graduate. He holds the M.A. and Ph.D.
from Harvard University and has been a
member of the Hope faculty since 1971. He
formerly was employed by the U.S. Foreign
Service and was a political counselor to the
U.S. Embassy in Iran from 1960 until 1965
by appointmentof former PresidentJohn F.

Kennedy.
by Renze L. Hoeksema

worked in

in 1976. This helped the United States to

this

for its increasingoil imports. Business

"The Shah is not a popular ruler. " If you are
pro Shah what you hear and read is: The Na-

banks invested in Iran, often at high rates of
return. I have had American businessmensit
beside my desk in Iran and insist on a 35%
return on investment so that they could amortize their investment in three years.
Takman I and Takman II were two listening
posts in Northern Iran, immediately down
range from the Soviet missile launching base.

A Teheran Embassy officialtold me in 1968
that these two posts more than paid the cost of
being criticized by the people of Iran for our
total and uncritical support of the Shah.
In the early days of the

The Shah of Iran was never a popular ruler.
Everyone else in Iran was forced to feel insecure so that he could feel secure.The Shah
appointed the Prime Minister. The Prime
Minister was approved by the Majlis,the
peoples'house of parliament. The Majlis and who could run for the Majlis, however,
was completely controlled by the Shah through
his secret police, SAVAK. The Prime Minister's cabinetwas responsibleto the Shah, not
the Prime Minister, and served at the Shah's
pleasure.
The Shah made and unmade Prime Ministers just as fast as Ayatollah Khomeini has
madeand unmade foreign ministers. The Shah
arrestedtwo or three Prime Ministers.Three
of his intelligence service chiefs were arrested,
and they should be the most trusted.Iran's
foremost planner and banker was arrested.
Political party leaders were arrested, even
though they were absolutelysubservientto the
Shah. Political parties, the establishment of
which required the Shah's approval, had no
standing with the people. There was no provision for judicial review of legislation, the
Shah's actions, or actionsof any other government official.No legislation could pass the
Majlis and Senate without the Shah's approval.
There was never a requirement that the Shah
account for his wealth or the wealth that Iran
received from its oil resources. In 1974 Iran had
$17 billion more than expected from oil revenue.
There was no "loyal opposition" built into
the system, such as even a moderate opposition
political party. There was no way for incremental change. The only way for the people of
Iran to reform or change their repressiveregime was to overthrow it. That was accomplishedin 1978.

pay
and

insight

tion efforts were

made

Kennedy administramake the Shah be-

to

have rhore democraticallyand to be more considerate of his people. Elections, the so-called

"White Revolution," and

land reform, even if

ill-conceived and administered, were

some of

the results of this pressure.The less than successful "Revolution from the Throne," and the
fact that the Shah was not really interested in

reform, contributedto a growing disinterest in
reform on the part of the United States. As the
United States became more deeply involved in
Vietnam and became increasinglyconcerned
with its own economic problems, it was in a less
favorable position to urge reforms on the Shah.
The Shah was never above saying to a United
States diplomat, "Physician, heal thyself
first."

There were voices raised that the Shah was a
weak reed on which to lean the lasting welfare
of the United States. The voices raised within
our government were frequently informed,
loud, and shrill.If they were correct, why were
they not successful?
Karl Deutch, a Harvard University political
scientist, has a theory that the information
flow can keep a policy thriving even when it is
outdated, outmoded, and wrong. Cables keep
coming back through the chain of command
built on previous cables and the same policy.
Since a departure from establishedpolicy
would demand approval at the highestlevels of

Iran.

tional Front, the Tudeh (Communist) Party,
and the Shia religious leadersare weak and
fragmented. The Shah has taken away many of
the issues of his oppositionthrough his reforms and by using the large sums of oil money
to buy off his opposition.

"There is right wing oppositioninspired by
the conservativeShia clergy." The information is changed to: The right wing and the Shia
clergy have been controlledthrough effective
measures, several intelligence and security
agencies,and besides,Iranian societyis increasinglysecularized.
"The U.S. positionis too dependent on the
Shah. What if he would be assassinated?"A
regency has been established until his son takes
over. Granted it has not been tested but the
Shah has lasted a long time and the son might
well last too.
"Land reform in Iran is meaningless unless
water, seed, capital, and infrastructure
are
provided." Land reform is real because it
governmentcables are tailored to a sameness at started with the Shah's land.
"The Shah's family, if not the Shah, is coreach echelon. This was true in Vietnam and
rupt." The Shah has fought corruption.
was true in Iran. It is a phenomenon probably
truer of the military than the civilian side of Granted that the corruption he fought was
gevernment. Intelligence estimateswere prob- away from the Shah and on the part of those
ably the most criticalover the years but even who were not friendly to the Shah.
"The Shah is a diaator." Granted the Shah
they were tailored and dilutedwith caveats.
Leon Festinger,a psychologist,writes of
is a benevolent dictator but someone has to
cognitivedissonance. Cognitive dissonance is keep things under control in Iran.
changing what you hear to what you want to
Unfortunately for U.S. policy, things have
hear. For example, suppose you smoke cigagotten out of control. The tragedy is that the
rettes and you have been told it is bad for you.
essentials of the present scenario were predictYou know you should change your action and able twenty years ago. We lost our bases. We
stop smoking but since stopping would be diflost the oil. We lost our arms sales. And, while
ficult and uncomfortable you change your
clasping the Shah, even as a deposed monarch,
knowledge of the situation. You say scientists to our bosom, 50 of our embassy personnel
haven't proven Conclusivelythat smoking
were taken hostage and the Soviets made their
causes cancer. Besides, if I quit smoking I will
overt militarymove into Afghanistan. In forget fat and die of a heart attack so I will keep on
eign affairs you must think ahead, keep your
smoking. The smoker and policy maker, vis a wits about you, and use your head for something other than a hat rack.
vis Iran, selects his information. Let us see how

Hope Journalist in Iran Forefront

Bruce van Voorst '54 almost missed out on
The Interview of the Year.
The Time Magazine Mideast Bureau chief
and Hope alumnus was, luckily, running about
Was this absolute domination and control ol
15 minutes late for a luncheon engagementon
government and society and the political and Dec. 14 when a telephone call from an Iranian
economiclife of Iran unknown to American
Foreign Ministry officialcame to Time's
officials? The United States Government was
Tehran office. Van Voorst was told to be in
fully informed. It was known within the State,
Qum that evening if he wanted the private
Defense, and National Security agencies that interview with Ayatullah Ruhollah Khomeini
the Shah was not a popular leader. It was also that he had been promised in early November.
known that the Shah had been seriously
Had coordinationbeen better between the
wounded in an assassinationattempt, that
various ministriesof the Iranian government,
other attempts had been made on his life, and van Voorst's long-awaited interview with
that he had been chased out of Iran in 1953.
Khomeini would never have occurred. Three
With this background, why put all of the
days after the interview Van Voorst and

van Voorst and Flamini were ordered to leave
Iran. In addition to the charge of biased reporting, Iranian officialsintimated that the move
was also a result of the fart that van Voorst was
formerly a CIA agent. Van Voorst told News
from Hope that he was certain his 18-yearsprevious CIA career was not a factor in the
expulsion,since his former ties with the CIA
were well known ("I was listed for years in
'Who's Who in the CIA'").
The specific objectionsvoiced regarding
Time's coverage were "not valid," according to
van Voorst.
"I think they were looking for a target. And
Time is a pretty big target."
During their final weeks in Tehran the Time
United States' interests in the Shah's basket? another Time correspondent,Roland Flamini,
correspondents were often under surveillance
One answer is that long accepted policiesare
were expelled by the National Guidance Minisand were visited several times by the ministry
seldom questioned and gain almost a life of
try on accusationsof "one-sided and biased"
that issued their credentials. Particularlyuntheir own. To question them is a little like
coverage of events in Iran.
nerving was a visit from revolutionarytribunal
questioning home and mother. The United
"Clearly,the Foreign Ministry did not know
agents who searched the bureau. Van Voorst
States had backed the Shah from 1941 when he
that we were about to be expelledby the Nasaid that the anti-American sentiment of the
replacedhis father, under a regency, after his
tional Guidance Ministry— a lack of coordina-. some significance, but personally and politicrowds in Tehran was "frightening."
father was expelled from Iran and taken to
tion that was typical and, for once, fortuitous," cally, he could have cared less," said van
Van Voorst arrived in New York after his
South Africa. The Shah's father, Reza Shah, van Voorst commented.
Voorst.
expulsion from Iran. He spent most of the
had refused to allow the Allies to send U.S.
After receivingthe telephone call on the
The exclusive interview,the first Khomeini holiday season working on Time "Man of the
lend-leaseaid to the Soviet Union through
14th, van V oorst had only about 45 minutes to
had granted to a U S . magazine since the fall of
Year" articles. He said he had been in comIran. The only real reassessment of the policy locate a translator and a photographer to acthe Shah, took place in the former living room munication with severalhigh level U.S. govof full and uncritical support of the Shah was in
company him on the trip to Qum. The ques- of the controversialleader's residence in Qum. ernment officialssince his return to the States,
the early days of the Kennedy presidency.
tions for the interview had been prepared and A bare chamber,the room is set up Tike a TV
but declined to provide further information,
President Kennedy did not favor the Shah's
submitted weeks earlier, one of the conditions studio, van Voorst reported,with cameras of other than to state that "there are just not that
repressiveregime. The assessment of the
for granting the exclusiveinterview.Knowing the National IranianRadio and Televisionnet- many people who have had personal contact
Shah's opposition,however, indicatedunity
his questions would have to remain pertinent work taping every audience.Prior to the interwith as many people (in Iran) as I have."
only in oppositionto the Shah. The opposition over a period of weeks, van Voorst said that he view, van Voorst was told that Iranians wanted
Stationed in Beirut,van Voorst covers an
had nothing in the way of a positive program
tried to form his inquiriesfrom a broad, his- to run the footage on a local station. Van
area extending from Iran to Libya. He had
for the governing of Iran. They seemed incapatorical perspective.
Voorst argued and won the exclusivity of the arrived in Tehran on Nov. 4.
ble of thinking positively beyond their opposiThe interviewwas to become the focal point interview for Time.
The former Hope history major said that the
tion to the Shah.
of Time's 1979 "Man of the Year"issue, pubVan Voorst interviewed the Ayatullah for only positive aspect of the Iran crisis has been
Americanoil companies were, of course,ac- lished Jan. 7, 1980. The weekly news magazine approximately 45 minutes. Throughout,he
that Americans have come to know more about
tive in the consortium that exploitedIran's oil
gives the "Man of the Year" distinction annusaid, the Iranian leader spoke extremely softly
the Middle East than ever before. On the negaresources and supplied oil, particularly to Is- ally to the person or group who "has done the
and stared at the floor. Van Voorst said he
tive side, he pointed to "a maudlin approach"
rael, )apan, and our European allies. The Penmost to change the news, for better or worse." watched Khomeini's hands and face carefully,
to the situation, marked by strong nationalism
tagon and arms suppliers also had an interest in
The Ayatullah showed no reaction to being looking for signs of reaction or shifts of mood. but little information.
Iran. Between 1972 and 1976 Iran bought
named "Man of the Year" Van Voorst told
"It was like looking at a tape recorder,"van
"Iran representsa change in our perception
$10.4 billions worth of conventionalarms from News from Hope College during a telephone Voorst said. "His face showed nothing. I make
of what's going on in the world," he remarked.
the United States, rising from the 29th biggest interview in early January.
no claim to knowing the man.'
"It's another country, another culture,
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?

For students interestedin trying their hand
at writing for the stage or screen, the

Hope

English and theatre departments jointly offer a
course in playwriting. Students move from
work on selected special problems to the writing of full one-act or longer scripts. Whenever
possible provision is made for reading performances of work-in-progress.In cases of exceptional merit arrangements are made for public
performanceor screening of a finishedscript.
The following feature written by Assistant
Professor of English Jack Ridl (who teamteachesplaywriting)gives readers a look at the
course in action.

by Jack Ridl
Assistant Professorof English
Setting: A seminar room in DeWitt Cultural
Center. In center of room is a long table. Chairs

(confused.Discovers somethinghe does like
about himself)

Bill (as Harold)

I said no ! He's not running off to Denver with
you and your horsie when I need him up here. tired.

(pause)

Carol (as Beth)

(reflectively)

He's the only one who can handle him, Harold.
You know that 'cause you saw it yourself. He's
the only one left around here
. that you haven't fired or scared off
.
.

.

Bill (as

Fif-teenyears!

Harold)

.

.

(pause)
(Beth starts to speak, but she never gets words
out. Harold turns on her.)

.

surround the table. A blackboardis on one wall.
Time: Wednesday evening, 7 to 10 p.m.
Characters: Hope College students, an EnBill (as Harold)
glish teacher,a theatre teacher
(slight pause)
Scene opens as student playwright is assigning
(Begins sentence softly, then intensifies speed,
parts from his scene to members of the class.

volume)

Student Playwright
What do I have to do to get it through that head
Now. Let's see. Uh, Bill would you of yours that this is it ! This is the last deal This
play Harold. And, uh, Carol, how about your is it ! Do I have to beat it into you? Either I sell
being Beth. I think you know pretty well
that old bam of junk this time or that's it.
what's going on and what Harold and Beth are There just won't be any more.
like from the scene two weeks ago. Right?
(pause) OK Good. Well
. ready?

All right.

!

.

(pause)
(Loud, intense)

.

. He's the only one who can relate to those
misfitsI've got up there. ... If I don't get
some work outa these people around here,
there is going to be
.
(Later: end of reading of scene)
.

Fifteen years.

.

Have you ever tried to do anything for fifteen
years? Do one thing for fifteen years and get
?

you? Did you ever work for anything
life? And lose it? or
. never even get
you?

in

.

it?

your
Did

Huh? Did you!
There won't be any more chances. None. You
hear me, Beth? Nota one. It's this time, or
.
.

or.

Student
I

don't think so.

sounds real to me.

It

.

.

.

Theatre Teacher

.

Carol (as Beth)
It's

Tom

.

(grabs her arm)

(strikes table top)

Harold, I want
stock show!

Have

kicked at from every side the whole way

riding Gold Bar in that

.

.

I'm

it.

.

.

.

Real. Real as in the way we talk?

(lights fade out)

this time or nothing because I've had it!

. (softer) I've had
I'm quittingbecause I'm
I've

(lets her go)

quitting.

Student

Theatre Teacher
.

.

.

Where is the climactic moment in this scene? I
can see a subtle change in your characters.
Where did this change begin? Why did it?

No. We don't talk that way. But, well, the
people or characterstalk. It's true.

way ~

Student
Student
On page three, it seems

to me.

I

When Harold

thinks of the horses. That triggered
in his

think it's 'real'because

it

accompanies the

action. Action inside the person, action of the

something character.It

rises out of the conflict

between
and

the two characters, between Harold, Beth

mind.

between them and their situation and the conflict each has within.
Theatre Teacher (to playwright)
Is that

what you intended?

Theatre Teacher
That's the key to dramatic conflict: having
three levels of conflict at once — between
characters, between charactersand their crisis
situation, within themselves. You can see, feel
this in any great drama. Think of Oedipus,
Hamlet, Willie Loman, Mork and Mindy
.

Student Playwright
Yes.

English Teacher

.

Look

Do you
the Beth would speak? What do

.

at page two, at Beth's speech.

think that

is

Student

you think?

Mork

and

Mindy?

Student
Theatre Teacher

Almost. I mean,

think she would likely say
'shut up'. But, I think she would say it after,
not before she spewed out all that other stuff.
I

Joke.

Student

Student

Commuter Musician

’Yes.

A student of Chalifoux'steachesin Traverse
City, Mich.
"If I had to fly to Traverse City, I might as
well fly to Cleveland," said Mary.
instrument.
Mary said that she's not in demand, yet in
Mary started learningto play the harp when less than two years she's played with the Hope
she was 11. It was her mother's idea — actually orchestra,with the Chapel Choir, most reher mother's unrealized childhood dream.
cently performing a solo piece and accompanyWhen the Soeters lived in Vermont, Mary's ing the Women's Choir at Christmas Vespers.
mother took her to see a harpistin concert.
In the Holland community, Mary has played
Since then Mary has been studying.
for West Ottawa High School concerts.She
Hope music professor Robert Ritsema said also played at local churches during the
that it's been about 10 years since Hope has had Christmas season.
Music is not Mary's major although she is
a harpist on a regular basis. If harps and harpists are rare, harp teachers must be very hard working towards a minor. As a result she
doesn't have the time to do everything that she
to find.
"They're spread far and few," said Mary.
would like to. Yet she tries to do what she can.
"It's an identityfor me," she said, "It's
Now she flies to the Cleveland Institute of
Music every two weeks for a lesson with Alice grown with me, stuck with me. It's different. "
Even though her mother may have been
Chalifoux whom she met at a harp camp in
Maine last summer. Why does she go so far? Mary's only incentive to play when she was 11 ,
now she wouldn't do without it.
"She really inspires me," she said, "I
"I've grown to love and accept it for mywanted to continue."
self."

......

—

_

that

Oh.

would give her speech more

dramatic irony.

"I would complain about if," said sophomore Mary Soeter of Green Bay, Wis. "Just
like any lad would about any instrument."
But for most people, a harp is not just "any"

4

And

.

English Teacher

And

the conflict is seldom solved; it's usually
resolved.We resolve how to live with that
which can't be solved. Don't deceive your audience . They can lea ve with hope — the hope that
the characterwill endure, retain his dignity,
find compassion, or some such resolution.

English Teacher

Anything else about her speech?
Student
Well, if we're to put the strongestpart at the
end of a sentence or speech, or the part that
the whole speech depends on for its punch,
then maybe he should have Beth say she's
leaving at the end. Then it would go something
like "blah, blah, blah, etc." Harold, you just go
on and on. You never let me, just let me. It's
always "do". I hate that. Why don't you listen. Why don't you sit down, just once, and
listen. Why don't you shut up. I want you to
shut up, Harold, to just shut up. Shut up long
enough to watch, just sit there and watch me
leave. Hear that, Harold?— me leave. Leave.

Student
But shouldn't we show more goodness, more
love? Seems like we never see anything but
decadence or despair on stage — even at Hope.

English Teacher
It seems that way. We often hear, "Why don't
you playwrights, directors, actors, ever portray love, peace, etc?" But, perhaps the most
powerful way to portray such is to show the

necessity for love, compassion, understanding,

English Teacher
Did you catch the rhythm in that speech? Is

it

forgivenessby bringing to our attention the
consequences of their absence. For example,
Tom in his scene, isn't advocating the charac-

5

to Play

Spring Tours

writing

Chapel Choir

m

Symphonette

March 21
The Good Shepherd Reformed Church
Westland,Mich.
Saturday, March 22
Theatre Teacher
Second Reformed Church
Marion, N.Y.
There's nothing wrong with escape from realSunday, March 23
Theatre Teacher
ity, if we know we're escaping. The writer who
First Church in Albany
deceives, however, is the one who leads people Saw! Exactly.Remember, a play is seen. It's
Albany, N.Y.
to think that what he's seeing is not escape,
action accompanied by dialogue.It's seen. We
Monday, March 24
that this is how people live. Then he becomes do — and chatter while we do, or after, or beThe Reformed Church
New Paltz, N.Y.
disillusioned, feel something's wrong when he fore. But even our talk expresses something
follows all the "rules" of the Brady Bunch or a we're doing: thinking worrying; growing, hat- Tuesday, March 25
Warwich Reformed Church
ing, hoping.
television commercial and then finds out they
Warwick, N.Y.
don't bring the same results as they brought
Wednesday, March 26
the Bradys or the fellow who uses Ultra Bright.
North Branch Reformed Church
Student
North Branch,N.J.
Are we learning to write plays in here or is this
Thursday, March 27
English Teacher
course about life or something?
Reformed Church of Brielle
Brielle,N.J.
Precisely.We should leave theatreeither reFriday, March 28
freshed by honest escape or with a sense of
Student
Pompton Reformed Church
realization that we may not be as compassionPompton Lakes, N.J.
ate, honest, forgiving as we thought we were.
Something.
Sunday, March 30
Anyone else have any comments?
Brookville Reformed Church
Theatre Teacher
Brookville, Long Island, N.Y.
Monday, March 31
Sti(dent
Let's go on to another scene. Kathy, would
First Reformed Church
I think playwrights should try to get the audiyou cast yours?
Scotia,N.Y.
ence to empathize with the characters. The
Tuesday, April 1
audience might disagreewith what a character
Puttneyville Reformed Church
(Curtain)
Puttneyville,N.Y.
does but should understand why he did what he
Wednesday, April 2
Emmanuel Reformed Church
Woodstock, Ontario, Canada
Thursday, April 3
Midland Reformed Church
Midland, Mich.
consequences of misplaced values, of the lack of
compassion, understanding.

did. The audience doesn'thave time to stop to
think or analyze during the production.After
the play, people can think about what they felt,
saw.

the
arts

Sunday, March 23
Fellowship Reformed Church
Holland, Mich.
Tuesday, March 25
Second Reformed Church
Kalamazoo,Mich.
Wednesday, March 26
First Reformed Church

Friday,

Lafayette, Ind.

Thursday, March 27
Presbyterian Church
Dalton, Ga.
Friday,March 28
Southern Normal School
Brewton, Ala.
Sunday, March 30 (a.m.)
Garden Crest United Presbyterian Church
St.

Petersburg, Fla.

Sunday, March 30 (p.m.)
Community Reformed Church
Clearwater, Fla.

Monday, March 31
North Dade Community Church
Miami, Fla.
Tuesday, April 1
Trinity Reformed Church
Deerfield Beach, Fla.

Wednesday, April 2
Palm Springs Reformed Church
Palm Springs, Fla.
Thursday, April 3
First Reformed Church
Tampa, Fla.
Friday,April 4
Hope Community Reformed Church
Orlando,Fla.

Flexible Curriculum Structure

Encourages Career Pursuit

Arte

Countless plots have revolved around the
artist who packs up all belongings (usuallyfew) and travels off to New
York City to discover something about him or

young, small town

Calendar

Spring Semester, 1980

FEBRUARY

herself.

But Catherine Hondorp reversed the patgrown up in New York City, the
Brooklyn College studenthad plenty of big city
savvy. She decidedto transfer to Hope, located
in the town of her birth, to "discover
my roots." Last spring Hondorp returned to
New York to take advantage of dance opportunities available through the Great Lakes Colleges Association Arts Program,an official
Hope off-campus study program. Ironically,
she returned to New York with a new sense of
confidence and direction.
"I always wanted to dance," she remarks.
"At Hope I realized that I can do it."
Hondorp, like most GLCA Arts Program
students,was involved in two apprenticeships
while in New York. She studied with dancers
Murray Louis and Alwin Nikalois and also
worked with the recentlydisbanded theatre
organizationof Riverside Church.
She returned to Hope certain that she
wanted to pursue dance full-time. She was
faced with a choice of dropping out of school or
working out some way to study dance in New
York and receive academic credit at the same
time. (The GLCA program can be elected for
one semester only ) Hope's contract curriculum
plan, an alternate study program for selfdirected students,enabled Hondorp to choose
the latter option.
Under the terms of her contract curriculum,
Hondorp attended daily dance classes, kept a
journal, wrote an extensiveresearch paper, and
choreographed and produced a dance piece
a certain spirit and energy often lacking in
which was presented on the Hope campus in dance".
tern. Having

17
17
25
27

Music Department Senior Recital:Susan Edgcomb, bass clarinetist & Sally Manahan,
flutist; Wichers Auditorium,8 P.M.
Faculty Chamber Music Concert; Wichers Auditorium,4 P.M.
Festivalof Hymns: Dr. Erik Routley, director;Dimnent Chapel, 8 P.M.
Guest Recital:Robert Riseling,clarinetist;Wichers Auditorium,8 P.M.
Lecture/Demonstration:
AncientGreek Music & MusicalInstruments, Professor Douglas
Feaver, Lehigh University; Wichers Auditorium,1 P.M.
Hope College Orchestra & Symphonette Concert with Terry Moore, violinist;Dimnent
Chapel, 8 P.M.

MARCH
2-28
6
8
9

14
14

16
19
20
21-22
22
23
25-29

Art Exhibition: Del Michel sabbaticalexhibition
Music Department StudentRecital;Wichers Auditorium,7 P.M.
Music Department Senior Recital:Kim Nagy, pianist;Dimnent Chapel, 8 P.M.
Guest Recital:Rhonda Rider, cellist; Wichers Auditorium,4 P.M.
March Festival '80: FestivalSoloists;Snow Auditorium,4 P.M.
March Festival'80: Hope College Orchestra, Band & CollegiumMusicum; West Ottawa
High School Gymnasium;8 P.M.
March Festival'80: Grand Rapids Symphony,Hope College Women's Choir, Holland
Community Chorale& Soloists;West Ottawa High School Gymnasium,8 P,M.
Faculty Chamber Music Concert: Wichers Auditorium,4 P.M.
Workshop: ROBERT ROUTCH, hornist.Young Concert Artist;Wichers Auditorium,4:00
P.M.
ROBERT ROUTCH, hornist, Young Concert Artist; Dimnent Chapel, 8 P.M.
Theatre Production: "She Stoons To Conquer", DeWitt Cultural Center, 8 P.M.
Music Department Senior recital: Betty Bice, clarinetist & Sandra Blodgett, pianist;Wichers
Auditorium,8 P.M.
Guest Recital:The University of MichiganJapanese Ensemble;WichersAuditorium,4 P.M.
Theatre Production: "She Stoops To Conquer", DeWitt Cultural Center, 8 P.M.

APRIL

.

mid-December.
Hope student dancers Moira Poppen, a
senior from Flemington, N.J., and Henry
Loudermild, a senior from Brunswick, Me.
joined Hondorp in performing her dance,
"Wind Tide."
The hardest thing about choreographyis
"getting ideas,"says the Hope senior artist.
An innovation in "Wind Tide" was that the
dancers all held long bamboo poles. Hondorp
says she came up with the idea.whileabsentmindedly fiddling around with a stick one day
in her New York loft.
"1 became interestedin extending my own

"1

m not

excited by a lot of

mental. Dance should be movement."
Before returning to New York, where she
plans to continue to study modern dance, ballet, and improvisation,Hondorp voiced enthusiasm for the contract curriculum program :
"The whole program enabled me to study
with the teachersI wanted and provided me
with a facility(in which to present "Wind
Tide") . The experiencegave me an idea of how
I would like to work, and confidence.I have the
sense that if I work hard at it, I can do it.
Dance has become more of a lifetime thing
line of energy into space and I also got excited
for me. 1 know now that even when I'm 45 and
with the idea of balancingspirals," she recalls. can't dance anymore, I still can teach. 1 know
And thus was "Wind Tide" born.
now that there will always be a way of running

Senior Art Major Exhibitions

10

Lecture/Recital:Contemporary American Composers: "The Well-Tampered Clavier,"
David H. Porter, pianist;Wichers Auditorium,4:30 P.M.

12
13
13
17
18
19

Music Department Senior Recital:Beth Botsis,soprano;Wichers Auditorium,8 P.M.
Faculty Chamber Music Concert; Wichers Auditorium,4 P.M.

choreographyI

see. It doesn't move, it's too intellectual, too

‘

TBA

20
24-26
25
26
27

Guest Recital:Lawrence DeWitt, organist; Dimnent Chapel, 8 P.M.
Music Department student Recital:Dimnent Chapel, 7 P.M.
Hope College Band Concert; DeWitt Cultural Center, 8 P.M.
Music Department Senior Recital:Twylia Taylor, flutist & Woodwind Quintet;Wichers
Auditorium,8 P.M.
Concert: Hope College Chapel Choir; Dimnent Chapel, 8 P.M.
Dance VI; DeWitt Cultural Center, 8 P.M.
Music Department Faculty Recital:Larry Malfroid, guitarist;Wichers Auditorium,8 P.M.
Music Department Senior Recital:LeslieDaniels, soprano; Dimnent Chapel, 8 P.M.
Concert: Hope College Band & Holland High School Band: Holland High Auditorium,3
"Requiem" by Gabriel Faure; Dimnent Chapel, 8 P.M.

MAY
Concert: Hope College Orchestra: with winners of student auditions, Dimnent Chapel, 8

P.M.
Opera Workshop Scenes; DeWitt Cultural Center, 8 P.M.
Opera Workshop Scenes; DeWitt Cultural Center, 8 P.M.
For further information contact Hope CoUege 616-392-5111
Theater Department — ext. 3131
Art Department— ext. 3170
Music Department— ext. 3110
Office of the Dean for the Arts

—

ext.

2180
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Plan

Now

to

Meet College Costs
school year?
For Michigan residents, for Michigan
freshmenin particular, the State of Michigan

the time of year to start planning for
meet collegecosts. The following
interviewwas held with Hope College Director
of FinancialAid Bruce Himebaugh to shed
some light on the subject of financial aid.
Himebaugh holds positionswith the Midwest Association of FinancialAid Administrators. In February of 1979, he was elected by
his colleaguesto the College Scholarship Service Division Governance Committee, a planning and advisory board for financial aid proIt's

ways

to

has

a

preferencedate of the end

of

January. We

use a date that is a little bit later than that.

We

say March 1 for our freshmen students.
Deadlines in financial aid are not so hard and
fast that a student who misses a deadline is
ineligible for all financial aid. Funds are
awarded to later applicantsif funds are available, and students are advised to file early.

grams.

When

should high school students
begin college and financial aid planning?
To whom should they go for advice?
I think it is more than just financial aid
planning. It involves planning for the type of
school you want to go to. You have to make
educationaldecisionsfirst and then the financial decisions follow. But I think most students
begin certainly no later than their junior year
to focus on the type of institutions that they're
interestedin. The most common time for students to actually go to schools and begin asking
specific questions is their senior year, especially the fall. The aid application processitself
begins after the first of January for incoming

freshmen.
Do students sometimes find they cannot
afford to attend a school even though they
qualify academically?
The key there is "cannot afford" because it is
a subjectiveland of family decision.I think
there are aid programs available to students
regardlessof their financial situation. Aid programs include gifts, loans, and work. Some
students may exclude loans and work as viable
types of financial aid and may not be willing to
sacrifice in order to go on to school. The State
of Michigan has a Tuition DifferentialGrant
that provides students with $500 in gift aid if
they select a private school like Hope.
Is there

anyone who

is not eligible for

financial aid?
There are some types of aid that are available
without financial need. If we include all forms
of aid (gift, loan, work) everyoneshould be
eligible for at least one of the three aid types.
We doubled our loan applications this year and
part-time jobs on campus are not restricted to
students who have "financial need." Financial
need may have a different meaning to parents.
Most families feel they have a certain amount
of need, but it's determined by a nationalfor-

mula.

.a

£
X
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What are the forms required for a review
of a family's financial situation?
That's become greatly simplifiedover the
past several years. There's really only one
form now that a family must file in order to be
consideredfor financial aid at Hope College and
that's a form called the FinancialAid Form
(FAF). The form itself may not be any simpler
than it's been before — it stilllooks like a version
of the IRS tax return . The form is published by
the College Scholarship Service. They analyze
need using a national formula and arrive at a
family contribution.That family contribution
is compared to the cost of the institution that
the student chooses to go to. We do not have a
separate applicationnor does the State of
Michigan or the federal government.This
form is readily availablein high schools
throughoutthe country and through colleges
as well.

In what ways does Hope distribute
grants and scholarships?
Generally speaking, freshmen are eligible
for the same types of financial aid that upperclass students receive. Filing the FAF automatically means a student will be considered for all
forms of financial aid. (We assume that the
first $1800 of any Michigan student's need will
come in gift aid directly from the state.) Michigan residentscould receivea tuition grant of
$1300 and a $500 DifferentialGrant. If their
need is greater than that, we next determine
their eligibility for the Federal Basic Grant,
which currently has an $1800 maximum.
We're gettinga substantial number of families
now who are eligible for that program as a
result of the legislative changes that took place

How often must a student renew his or
her application to assure consideration for
financial aid?
The filing of the financial aid form is an
annual process. So, all studentswho want their
aid renewed would have to file a form each
year. The upperclassdate is a little later because we handle the freshmen class first.
We have a May 1 date for our returning
students.The State of Michigan has a slightly
student would be considered for would be our
earlier date. They would like the forms in by
own general Hope College sponsored
the middle of March.
scholarships.Approximately10% of our
If your financial situation changes, and that
scholarshipsare sponsored by gifts to the colusually means if it changes for the worst,
lege. We match up students who were given
families can contactus and we will review the
scholarshipsand grants with the terms that
financial situation and even make changes durwere set up by donors. They're done after the
ing the course of the academic year.
fact so that a student doesn't have to apply
specifically for those scholarshipsthat are
What kinds of loans are available for
listed in the back of the catalogue.
students?
The freshmenare somewhat unique in that
There are really two types of loans. The first
they can also be consideredfor some "no need"
one is tied to financial need. A student files the
awards. The PresidentialScholarship is
financial aid form will be given automatic conawarded to the top 30 entering freshmenand siderationfor a program called the National
the stipend is renewable. There are also three
Direct Student Loan. This is a federally funded
categories of academic recognitionawards that
loan administered by Hope College. It's no
are awarded accordingto merit. Fifteen awards
interest while the student is in school, 3%
are made in the Social Science/NaturalScience
interest once they go into repayment.A stuarea, fifteen in the Fine Arts/Humanities area
dent can't get that loan above and beyond their
and ten in the Music area. Those are not
eligibility for financial aid.
selected by the FinancialAid Office. Those
The GuaranteedStudent Loan is quite difawards are determined strictlyby the student's
ferent. The dollar amounts are more. The
academic record as demonstrated on their apGuaranteedStudent Loan carries a $2500
plication, transcript or other high school remaximum and is not tied to financial need. It's
cord.
a 7% interest loan and no interest is charged
The next thing we put in after the Hope gift
while the student is in school. Most students
aid generally is a loan and/or campus work.
and their families go to a local hometown lenAnd then the last part of the package for those
der. The bank actuallymakes the loan to the
studentsthat have the greatest amount of need
studentbut the governmentacts as a co-signer.
is a federal gift aid program called the SuppleThey agree to pay the interest while the stumental Educational OpportunityGrant
dent's in school. They also agree that in the
(SEOG). That goes to those students,who becase of the student's death, disability or default
cause of their large amount of need would more
on the loan, they would repay those funds to
than likely have to accept substantiallylarge
the bank. So the bank really has a "guarantee."
loans and campus work above and beyond what
would be considered reasonable.

Do

How

does the college work-study
program work and who subsidizesit?
The College Work-Study program is one of
three federal programs that we apply for an-

ployer.
The job is included as a part of the aid package. The job plus other aid may not exceed the
financial need of a student.All the jobs pay at
least

minimum wage.

Will you describe the difference in the
type of aid packages an in-state Michigan student and a non-Michiganstudent
can receive? Are there different types of
aid for private and public institutions?
I guess the biggestdifference is in the use of
Michigan monies. We try as much as possible
to make up for part of that differencewhen
we're dealing with an out-of-statestudent. It
means in many cases that the average Hope
scholarshipor Hope grant in aid package
has to be significantly Higher to make up for
the $1800 that a Michigan student starts out
with. We believe there is a point at which no
student should have to borrow more or work
more on campus. When we get imcreases to
our Michiganfunds, we save money which we
can then in turn use for out-of-statestudents.
This ensures that the aid pacakge they get is
very competitive and as comparative as possible with our in-state students.
are the dates for the financial aid

default on their loans
chance of future students obtaining loans?
The National Direct Student Loan account
was devised to be a revolving loan fund. The
government gives us money upon application
each year. We match that with a one/ninth
share so the National Direct Loans that we give

out actuallyhave a matching share of Hope
monies. It's then our money to lend to collect
and to re-lend to future generations of Hope
students.When a student defaultsit means
those dollars are not available to the fund. So a
student'sdefault does prevent future generations from having access to those monies.

What is the most common mistake made
by studentswhen dealing with financial
aid?

There are many mistakes, no doubt about
most common one that I always run into is not necessarilya mistake on that. I think the

the form itself but it's the timing. Familiesall
too frequentlydo not apply for funds until well

beyond deadlinesand I'm talking about over
the summer. For renewal awards we publicize
the deadlinedates and inform our studentsthat
their responsibility to come in and pick up
an applicationand make sure it gets home to
the family.
I think the next most common problem is the
failure to read directions. I mean incomplete
forms, not so mucherrqrsbut omissions where
aj family has just left items blank and has not
taken the time to be thorough. We're talking
about a form that in many cases is going to
provide the person some money. It is important and it means money and I think students
and their families should approach it that way.
I think a student should feel very much a
partnershipin whether or not those forms get
filled out on time and whether they're done in
an accurate manner.
it's

want to go to

Get the answers at
this Hope College

on-campus program

Explorientation ’80
Explore the possibilities of a college
education through classroom experiences, extra-curricularactivities, and
free time. You will live in college
housing on a college schedule and
learn from college professors. Gaining a greater knowledgeof yourself
and your abilities,you will be better
prepared to make a decision about
college in the future.
Explorientation '80, for high school
students who have completed their
sophomore or junior year, begins
Sunday evening, July 27, and continues through Saturday, August 2.
Please send

me

Morning classes are offered in various
academic areas, career planning,
campus life, and college admissions.
Free time allows for trips to Lake
Michigan,theatre productions,
Christian Fellowship, and use of
Hope’s new physical educationcenter.
COST: Tuition,board, room
week, $ 00.00

SEND THIS

COUPON FOR COMPLETE

INFORMATION

detailsabout Explorientation '80

_

STATE

PHONE NO.
I

will

be a high school junior (

the

TRAVEL: Special arrangements being
planned.

ADDRESS
CITY

for

1

NAME.

In 1980-81,

What

Do people who

What is it
really like? Can
1 make the grade?
•

«

affect the

college?

nual funding. We aye required to assign those

monies to students working on or ott
off campus
c
who have the greatestamount of need. The
federal monies pay 80% of the students wage.
The remaining 20% must be paid by the em-

I

That has become a popular loan primarily because it can be approved without any "need."
Michigan residents are fortunatebecause
they can still receivea GuaranteedStudent
Loan even if they are denied by their
hometown bank. The program is called the
Michigan Direct Student Loan. The conditions
are almost identical to the Guaranteed Student
Loan but the application must have been turned
down by a hometown lender.All Michigan
residents have access to a Guaranteed Student
Loan.

)

SEND TO RFV PETER ^FMFVNI Hnnp Cnlleaf

senior

(

ZIP.

!
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never forget the look on his face.
was last winter and I was plotting out the
soon-to-be-announced Alumni Opus contest in
creative writing and visual arts. Fearful of taxing
my not-as-yet-approachedjudges, I asked Tom
Renner, my boss, if he thought I should limit the
I’ll

contest to the

first

500

child but only

The Winners

It

She now gives two days each week to her poetry and maintains several foldersof works in progress. AlthoughAlumni
Opus marks her first published poem, she reports that in the

entries.

past year she has gotten together a folder containing "things
I'm ready and willing (we’ll see about able) to publish.”
Girard holds an M.A. in English from the Universityof

Chicago and has completed courseworkin two doctoral
programs — one in English at the Universityof Chicago and
another

78.
Thanks first to every single person who sent in
an entry. We were unable to use many of your entries. I wish we had more space. Some very good
works do not appear on these pages.
the Class of '20 through the Class of

We sought

in this publication to

present prize-

winning and other quality works which would give

some

indication of the types of entries we received.

Space limitationsand the quest for variety were factors that tugged with equal strength. In the case of
photography and art, the entry’s reproducibilityon
newsprint was

a factor

we had

to consider in

making

layout determinations.

Thanks is also in order to Del Michel and
Bruce McCombs of the art department and Dirk
Jellema of the English department They taught

me

contest like

me

needed to know about running a
this. The following people, who joined

everything

in

1

judging the contest, deserve special recog-

in

special education at the University of Illinois’ Institute

Research on Exceptional Children. She has taught in the
departmentof English at Millikin Universityand North Central

for

College.

First Prize, Poetiy Division

She

Del SneDer ’67, Holland, Mich.

is married to Del Girard,manager of the interest fu-

Burnham and Company at the
Chicago Board of Trade. The couple has a son, Aaron, age
6. The Girards enjoy biking, skiing and sailing, and Linda
reports that "of necessity this past year, a special interest has
been fixing over an old, dreary house into an old, homey

tures departmentfor Drexel

“Alcoholic”
“Writing is work and

I

have no desire to romanticizeart

into anything greater than work. One thing

I

am

trying to

do in the work of writing is emphasize subject more and
wrong.
style less. So much contemporary poetry is fantasticstylisThe contest was offered under the sponsorship
tically,but it says nothing worth remembering, nothing to
of the Alumni Associationas a means of recognizenrich or enrage.”
ing and rewarding the artistic achievements of

former Hope students. A total of 60 individual arand contributors ranged in age from

Cook

Publishing in order to have more time for family and writing.

has been an administratorlong enough to
know that it’s generally best not to laugh at an
underling right to her face. But he came close.

tists entered

to take her craft seriously within the

editor of teacher education publicationsfor David C.

Tom

I admit it now — I was overly optimistic.At the
same time, 1 know Tom would now admit that he
had been overly doubtful. We received 211 entries
for this first-time-evercontest And on those days
when I arrived at my office to find a desk piled
high with envelopes and packages addressed to
Alumni Opus, 1 tried not to gloat. I have been an
underling long enough to know it’s best not to
visibly gloat when you’ve proven your boss to be

began

past three years. In 1978 she resigned from her post as

From another's perspective,Del

Sneller's life could

be

one."

She teaches in a book program for gifted children
and is helping organize a local parents’ group on gifted children. She is vice president and program directorfor the Barrington Writers' Workshop and a member of Off-Campus
Writers' Workshop in Wilmette.

seen as a series of reversals. After earning a doctorate in En-

MichiganState Universityin 972, he taught at a college in Kentucky for two years. He resigned and accepted
employment in a Holland factory. Last year he became celler
master at Fenn Valley Vineyards of Fennville, Mich.
Sneller himself,however, soon dispels any tendency to
concludethat the absence of academia in his life is a source
of frustration or disappointmentHis contentmentis impressive. He finds his work in the winery to be interestingand enjoyable. He is a family man in all the old-fashioned meanings
of the term. He writes whenever he can.
In between the college classroom and the cellar cask was
a first book of poems, Secret and Silent in the Earth, published in 976. "Poetry is as much a part of my surroundings
as I am," says Sneller. “It's all a matter of finding the time to
work some more.” Easing out of academia gave Sneller the
time and concentration he needed to write.
Sneller’s book of poems has sold out and received good
reviews,including praise from widely-acclaimed poet
William Stafford. For the past three years Sneller has been
a Michigan Council for the Arts poet-in-residence.He’s given
readings and received some prizes. Recently he has experimentedwith a different kind of writing— religious and
glish at

1

Girard’sprize-winningentry, “Peter," retells a children's
classic

from a new perspective.

1

other prose poetry.

nition for the attention they gave to their task:

First Prize, Fiction Division

Beverly Greer 70 Langeveld,
Southfield,Mass.
“Harvest”

writing.

.

.

through, then write a
the

first

months

Married to the former Jereen Evon Bergman, a desk clerk

my head

"Ideas percolate' in

even begin

draft

for quite a while before I

.1 will think a story
first

try to put the story

I

to gain

some

completely

draft After an initial revision of

'space'.

.

.

.

away

for three to six

The process goes on until

feel the story has the right balance ---- My courses at
Hope showed me that you become a writer by writing,
that there is no such thing as instant Inspiration. "
I

Bruce McCombs, dept of art, Hope College
Rod Pederson, dept, of art, Calvin College
William Schutter 71, Western Theological

at a resort motel, Sneller is the father of three daughters:

Michelle Robin, age
, Emily Dawn, 9, and Leslie Anne, 5.
The family farms a 0 acre vineyard of French hybrid wine
1

1

1

grapes.

Seminary faculty

In

Sneller’s prize-winning entry, "Alcoholic,"impressed the

Henry tenHoor, professor emeritus of English,

Hope College
Mae Van Ark, Holland artist

Alumni Opus judges with its tight construction and powerful
imagery used to present a haunting human portrait Also
published is "Meditation,"a prose poem.

senior from Kalamazoo, Mich. Kevin

is a psychology
major and a member of the Arcadian fraternity. He
is the son of Don ’52 and Jacqueline Van Heest

Hope College consultantsince its inception.
And so, in an age when some would have us
believe that nothing that can’t be said on a bumper
sticker is worth saying at
a diverse collection of

all, we offer

contemporaryartistic state-

ments. We would be pleased
Eileen

Alumni Opus,

to hear your reactions.

Beyer

News from Hope College

editorial assistant

(she wrote her

been a

part of her life for a long

young

time

poem at age ). She knows that good
comes easily and she is well acquainted

first

writingonly rarely

1

1

with the despair of rejection slips. Her writinghas never

the president of

Second Prize, Poetiy Division
Linda Walvoord ’64 Grard

newspaper-insert

“Peter”
“.

.

.

Two

writer's

sional and

fill

workshops

I

belong to are quite profes-

the need for colleagues and critique.

ABC

Leisure Magazines, a division of the

American Broadcasting Company.
She is married to Martin Langeveld, a fireman and marketing directorof CJp Country,a monthly New England

DeYoung.

This special section was designed by Richard
Angstadt ’69 who has been our faithful News from

Beverly Greer Langeveld is typical of

earned her any money and she’s learned to be flexible in vocation (her post-Hope employment record includes jobs ranging from a systems analystto a chef at a New England inn).
She'd like to someday do screenplay writing. She’s realistic
about her chances for success. And she keeps at it
Since November she has been employed as secretary to

The drawings which illustrate Alumni Opus
poems are the work of Kevin DeYoung, a Hope

’52

many ways

writers. Writing has

The

magazine. .

TogetherMartin and Bev publish a monthly community
newsletterunder the sponsorship of New Marlborough United
Church of Christ, where Bev is a deaconess and choir

member.

housewife/writer's problem, I think, is not material (Peter
Rabbit will do, and so will a lawn sprinkler,an onion, a
tone arm, or a dial tone these days), but of feedback that's

She has been previouslypublished
ItNca Women's Anthology.

on a high enough

a Depression-era boy

level."

in the

1975 editionof

Langeveld's prize winning entry, “Harvest" tells the story of

who must choose between conflicting

loyalties when an afternoon baseball game is

suddenlyinter-

nearly always and has found that entering area shows has
helped her, through pressure, to spend more effort on her
art
As a tour guide at MichiganState University's Hidden Lake

Second

Prize, Fiction Division

Vera Holle ’34 Bloemers,
Sheyboygan, Wis.

and vibrantly colored. Nature, he believes, should be utilized
as "the ultimate standard" and when

it is,

the painter and the

Gardens, Bonnetteoften finds herself in visually stimulating

photographerhave much common ground.
"1 begin by looking around to find something I

surroundings and she has amassed a wealth of botanical and

at," says Vanderhill.“This is usually a naturalobject, like

ecological information.She

flowers or clouds. I then paint a watercolor in

is

active in her local United

Methodist Church and is a Camp Fire leader and a
of the Ann Arbor Bonsai Society.

“Crib Dwellers”

years, Vanderhillhas turned to watercolors,often large-scaled

member

She has recentlyshowed her work at Monroe Community
"I write whenever I am inspired.
College and the Dundee Arts and Crafts Fair. In 1978 she
I am not satisfied with a
earned a purchase award from the Bedford Library.
piece until it is 'word-perfect'"
Bonnetteholds an art teaching certificate from Michigan
State Universityand taught art on the elementary level for
Vera Holle Bloemers is the oldest Alumni Opus prizewinner
-Livonia Public Schools for three years.
and her work bears testimony to the fact that good writing
She is married to Dr. David Bonnette '62, superintendent
favors no generation.Her penchant for exactness can be
of Dundee Community Schools. The couple has two chiltraced back to Hope courses taught by Metta Ross, whose
dren, Paul, age 11, and Jean, 9.
term papers were "both demanding and rewarding."
Bonnette’s prize-winningentry, "Two Doves,” a watercolor,
After teaching high school English for two years, Bloemers
illustrates
the merits of carrying a sketchbook: it was inspired
devoted her time to her family. She is married to Dr. Harms
during a trip to the zoo.
Bloemers '31, a general surgeon until his retirement in 1976.
The couple has two married daughters, Barbara '62 (Betke)
and Brenda.
In 968 Bloemers returned to teaching, this time at an
evangelicalChristianschool for black children on Chicago's
Southside. She retired in 1975.

like to look

2—3 hours
When 1

while constantly looking at the object I’m painting.
take photos,
long.”

1

do the same thing — only

it

doesn’t take as

He holds the master of fine arts degree from Cranbrook
Art and taught previouslyat Muskegon Commu-

Academy of

nity College.

He

is

married to the former Margo Naber '68, a high

school art teacher who won an honorablemention in Alumni

Opus

for her photography.

The couple has a daughter,

Nicole, age 4.

Vanderhill'sprize-winningentry, “Stone into Sand,"

is

a

black-and-white photograph which isolates an often overlooked natural image.

1

Bloemers" prize-winningentry, "Crib Dwellers,"provides a
captivatinglook at

human

nature as seen through the glass

of a hospital nursery.(Space prohibitsprinting"Crib

Dwellers" in this publication.Copies are availableupon re-

First-Prize Tie,

quest from the Hope College Office of Information Services.)

Photography
Third Prize, Photography

Division

Division

Robert J. Eckrich ’71,
(Idea, N.Y.

Many Bylsma ’51,

“Barn on a Foggy Morning”
7 prefer to be spontaneous with

First Prize, Two-Dimensional

I

like taking different types of
.

Aft Division

Ralph B. Schroeder ’70,
Holland, Mkh.
Untitled

my

efforts in photography
photos— portraits, still
lifes, landscapes, etc.
Essentially I take photos for fun,
just to please myself. I’m most gratifiedthat someone beside myself has come to find as much pleasure in viewing
my work as I do."

and

.

.

Robert Eckrich, instructor of medical technology

formation filtersthrough, hopefully, in reaction to the developing image."
was1 during his years at
“I

Hope

that Ralph

Schroedersays

wouldn't be a complete fool to take

my

art se-

.

.

Harry Bylsma likes to give new things a

purchased a 35 mm. camera. Impressed by his friend's successes, Eckrich decided to try photography himself.Recently he has begun experimenting with
biomedical photographyin conjunction with his job.
He has exhibitedat the 1979 New York State Fair and has
several photographsincluded in this year’s edition of Utica’s
student/facultyart and literature publication.
After graduating from Hope, Eckrich served in the U.S. Air
since

1

973 when a

friend

Force for four years as a medical laboratoryspecialistHe

earned the M.S. degree in adult education from Syracuse
Universitylast summer. A registeredmedical technologist he
holds membership in several professionalorganizations.
He is engaged to Susan Kovak of Fulton, N.Y. Hobbies include camping, cross-country skiing, swimming and winemaking.

degree from the
hopes” of becoming a college
art instructor were squelchedby an extremely tight job market He returned to Western Michigan, spent a year in a work
training program, three years as a teacher in a migrant education program and managed a Holland art gallery for a year.
Eckrich's prize-winningentry, "Bam on a Foggy Morning,”
He is now a craftsman for Sligh Furniture of Holland, buildis a black-and-white landscapewhich overcomes several
ing hardwood desks and clocks for sample shows. He
technical difficulties.
teaches drawing, photographyand cabinet-makingclasses in
a local adult education program and also designs and builds
his own furniture.
riously." After earning a master of fine arts
University of Utah, his "small

“Hope was

.

at. Utica

College of SyracuseUniversity, has been taking pictures

"My ideas very seldom develop before I start working on a
drawing or printing plate. 1 break' the surface as freely as
possible, forming visual images in my mind in a stream of
consciousness' manner, with no set direction or message.
As more is put into or removed from the drawing, the in-

It

"I became interestedin cameras about 20 years ago,
joined our local camera club, entered their competitions
and progressed from there.
About five years ago, I took
an interest in cabinet making and wood carving. These
compete not only for my time but the work space in my

basement"

Drawing

he learned

'

Midland, Mich.
“Hibernating Canoes”

a rounding-out experience, with

much

information that crops up occasionally,"he remarks.

graduate school he

became a

try.

After attending

research chemist at

varied
“I

feel

more balanced and aware as a person and artistbecause of
the diversity that Hope offered."
He is married to the former Jane Dykhuizen '71. The

Honorable Mention
Poetry Division:

Gordon Korstange'67, Tamil Nodu, India
“Sonnet for a Creative Writing Teacher Whose Course

couple has two children, Matthew, age 6, and Joanna, 2.
Schroeder's prize-winningentry is a drawing which illustrates the livelyquality resulting from the artist'sflexible

approach.

First Prize Tie,

Photography

Never

Took"

and

Division
Rein Vanderhill’67,

"Birthday Valentine to Jeanne"

Orange City, Iowa
“Stone into Sand”

"Hummingbird"

Lois tenHoor Sterenberg '70, Hillsboro, Ore.

Julie Herrick White '56, South Bend, Ind.

"(My

becoming an

grade
when I learned I drew better than I spelled.Although 1 was
an art major (at Hope), some of my most eryoyable
courses were creative writing,short story and literary criticism. I learned about art from more than one disciplineor
point of view- This is more easily done at a small liberal

Second Prize,
Two-Dimensional
Art Division

Joan TenCate ’63 Bonnette,
Dundee, Mich.
“Two Doves”

interest in

artist began) in fourth

try to

make

the painting a

new

"Tribute to the Bones of a Vegetable"

and
“In Praise of the Lord's Suitcases"

Photography Division:
Harry Bylsma '51, Midland, Mich.
"Pottery Derivation #1"

arts college. "

Farm"
Snow"
Farm House"

"Winter

Although Rein Vanderhillearned his Alumni Opus award
"/

Dow

Chemical Company. Twelve years later he worked as a research and development chemist for Dow Coming and
opened The Pathway, a Christianbookstore. Eventually
Bylsma gave up chemistry altogetherin order to manage his
store. He now also serves as a consultant for Scientific
Anglers/3M,manufacturersof fly lines for fishermen, and recently formed a new. partnership,Byko Industries, with a
friend for the purpose of doing speciality work for larger
companies. He also manages to teach a course in black-andwhite photographyat his local community center, and is active in the Midland Reformed Church.
He is married to the former Lorrain Thedorff '53. The
couple has three daughters: Linda and Ruth, both married,
and Luann, a student at NorthwesternCollege.
Bylsma’s prize-winningentry, “Hibernating Canoes," is a
black-and-white photograph which transforms a natural
scene into graphic design. Also printed is “Old Farm House."

creation rather than a

copy, though a recognized object from nature is usually
present "

Disciplineenables Joan TenCate Bonnette to incorporate

in

“Post in

the photographydivision, he is primarilya painter. As assis-

"Old

teaches
painting, sculpture,photography, art education and ceramics.
Like most of the Alumni Opus winners, his art has changed
significantly since his undergraduate
days. At Hope he worked

Robert Eckrich

tant professor of art at Northwestern College, he

'7

1

,

Utica, N.Y.

"Busy Hands, Happy Hands”

Margo Naber '68 Vanderhill, Orange City, Iowa
"Cloister of San Carlo Alle Quattro Fontana"

I
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PETER
wasn’t only that

It

I

scuttling my plans

lost my way,
among the beans,

hearing the scritch scritch of the hoe,
but that once lost

among

the lettuces

rose-leaved, and the rose-nippledradishes
I

was so

I

lost

casually disgraced.

myself by mishaps

—

among the cabbages,
another among the potatoes
one shoe

—

ah, then dangling on a gooseberry net

my own
was splashed with

strung on

I

brass button

’til

ground

the

bitter juice

me

saw the bush orbiting over

while sparrows twitted the obvious

HUMMINGBIRD

"Peteri Peter! Flee! Flee!”

Yes,

later

I

met the enemy, and yes,

was a chase, but that too
ended poorly. My escape from Old MacGregor
was for no good reason. He tired of me
and went back grumbling to his chores.
there

So hack among
not dead, only

the vegetables I found myself

still lost,

mouse

begging direction of a

who could not say,
making her deft, daily run
under the great locked door
her mouth full of a pea.
I

hated her

just as

1

hated the white

who would

twitching only her

no stone,
had sat
while

I

cat, perfectly still

me,
to show she was

not answer

for

tail

she belonged

at the pool’s

went

edge

just there,
in her

always

kingdom

lippity lippity

not very fast

Once home, heaved on
sobbing
1

at

the

sandbank

my mother’s feet

would never be

knew
my good

Mopsy, Cottontail

fat sisters, Flopsy,

nibbling the

I

so well off as

sweet

safe blackberries

my

nor so well

off as

whose

was to be snatched up awfully

at

one

His

fate

full strike

name

while

my

and

father

put up in a pie.

rings in the ears of

little blue

jacket

hangs crumpled on

a stick.

little

ones

*

A hummingbird paid me a visit this morning.
He came with bright streaks of sun
Peeked in at my picture window
Gave me one ruby flash of his throat
And was gone.
Lois ten Hoof

TO Sterenberg

Hillsboro,Ore.

I

Hibernating Canoes, Harry Bylsma

BONES OF

TRIBOTE TO THE

’51

VEGETABLE

A

Turnips and beans and tomato skins and

summer squash with warts, and cabbages
blessed with memory in their wrinkles,
the

life

and

his

of a vegetable is brief

bones are beautifullytender. He

re-incarnated each year, and the
earth mother rocks

him

all

of

the

over again

thunder.

in the cradle of spring

Fine skin grows as cells call

measurements of time and
cells

womb

is

back
gone on

lives

before,

pouring into form, pouring into bones,

white and stalk-shaped.

And under the

sky tent of blazing sun and thunder
the vegetable-thing

is

born.

But

his life is altogether brief

and

his

bones deserve much gentleness,

remembering their origins in
now firm for a few days,
now shaping the super-brainsof cauliflower,
white jelly bones

water,

purple bottoms of eggplants, and the

cracked leather mouths of potatoes
not yet ready for

speech

in this Millenium,

these are a prophecy of others to

come,

THE LATE, LATE MOVIE

sure as grocers’ scales

and new paper bags.
Julie Herrick ’56 White
.

South Bend, Ind.

Copyright1979 by Julie H. White.
Used by permission.

When

the late, late movie flicks on,

That flashes out from inward

And

should be pursued by ghoul,

To

1

Hell-hound,or

The schmalz

some

of the

Dares not deny
As a rule.

me

persistent demon,

flutter chill and

flurry bright

gray upon the night

His yawning, cenotaphic aberrations,

witching hour
switching power,

Or transmissionsuddenly go blank

And my

distracted torpor rashly doff,

(So my fathers would have done,

When chain at

For they walked to school.)

So sponsor threat and fume his being foiled,
From dry-webbed eyes 1 sweep whatever’scoiled.
Then kindly rise to turn the dial off.

Although a Grabled Barrymore may smile

sleepless souls out there can't clank

'Mid technitronic incantations

Wmiam L Schutter’71

alumni opus 1980
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TOUCHING
As

if

touching them, husbands and fathers,as

touching their arms
could

tell

if

stockinged feet

of their grey

anything.

But the cat was untouchable, stranger cat

who

fell in

tried to
tail

our yard while running.

shovel her. She was too

would not

We

stiff.

And the
i

the shoebox.

fit

Between the chimes of certain clocks is noman's land. Do 1 hear violin music pushed out
thin strads from a cat’s nostrils?Do 1 already
.

feel the

growing

stiffness, the fixed positions,

giving neither joy nor

If I

die,

fall

in
->
:

embarrassment?

running from something,

beautifullyby the north side of

someone's house, into what curious-shaped
box

And

will they shovel

in the

me?

meantime, perhaps

it is

better not to touch the spines of pigeons
left-over in attics, or feel with

fingers the

my

powdered substance they

leave.

*
Julie Herrick ’56 White

South Bend,

Ind.

Copyright 1979 by Julie H. White.
Used by permission.

i

Cloister,

ON VACATIONING LOW-DOWN
In

craggy coves we catch crabs.

Pat’s leg limp and

my palm

our

pail sloshing salt

and

in

blistered,

water

plops a green crab,

pink around crusty edges.

From those

legs we’ll suck sweet butter.

He talks with a drawl
but wears wool like a native,

and

recites a Bar Harbor Haiku:

rents
F. Scott Fitzgerald

Daryl D. Johnson *75

Margo Naber '68 Vanderhill

IN

MAINE

ALCOHOUC
hands
—

Sorrow beat

his

thin

Transparent
life hung
Crooked on the

His

wall.

He understood the wasp
The hexagon of pain,
The large rooms

stinging

He swept with his heart
He tumbled away from
Slowly like a

The broken

kite

—

us.

string

Just out of reach.
Del SneUer ’67
HoDand, Mich.

itself,
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MORNING CHAPEL LESSON
The chapel choir had solemnly
Intoned the morning litany,
And next should come the tedious moan
Of some sonorous “monodrone”
Invoking o’er our bowed heads
The lettered list of daily needs
Yet seldom
. almost never
. heard
For better marks one blessed word
Presumed these were mundane, and thus
.

.

.

.

I

.

.

.

—

Some

lesser need, not worth the fuss.

However,

some devious way,

in

The ordered plans were turned about,
this was clearly Prexy’s day
To chew habitual stragglers out.
“This coming late has got to stop!
1 know there are occasions when
You have a reason, but we’ve found

For

That

some

are oftener late than not!’

happened I was one of them)
And then, by way of afterthought/
(It

tones he did not

In

some

“But maybe

To mingle

—

oft’ employ
of

you don’t care

with the hoi polloi!”

This “hoi polloi" was something new
language quite beyond

Its

I

ken,

if I knew not
. dared not guess
What “hoi polloi” was all about,
only knew that henceforth when
The chapel chimes rang clearly out

Yet

1

my

—

.

.

.

.

.

saw those “hoi polloi” within

And me
. poor lesser breed
without.
So if, perchance, the first note rang
And found me clearly on the “out”,
.

I

.

.

.

.

HAIKU POETRY

ran to join those safe within

And

leave the

riff-raff

stand without.
Is

I

Have stuck with
For

all

I’d

The
I

In

you now, those taunting words

tell

me through

these years, but Oh!

1

thick and thin

there a color

heaven

To show

like
all’s

Spring Green here

made new?

wish

delved into their meaning then.

other day to pen this

thought

rhyme

I’d better take a look,

So browsing through the usual haunts
I found them
. . right in Webster’s book,
Where, as good dictionaries do,
It listed all the meanings too.

Dandelion peeps
Through newly-warmed soil to see
If

he’ll outwit us.

.

Now

this,

dear friends, is something that

I’m mortified to

For

all

tell

about

.

.

.

those endless scurryings

To be an

“in" and not left “out”,

Then, for the moment, if you please,
Imagine my profound chagrin

To find that in Platonic Greece
And by the social order then
That

they

And we

... the “hoi polloi”
... the other breed

.

.

.

.

.

were “out"
.

were

Donald Warner ’39

“in”.

Betty Whitaker’62 Jackson
Claverack, N.Y.

Old Farm House, Harry Bylsma ’51

TWO EPIGRAMS
1.

THE WORLD OF

A Dancer’s Reply

Today

is

molten metal,

freed of

Held

Summon

the

dreams

In the

rhythm

of

in

and sparkling,

wisdom

of the

of

sages,

prophets,

The passion, the yearning, the hunger
Brawn of arm, skill of hand,
Warmth of heart, art and genius:

Rehearsal

our coupled movement,

Our sweat, fragrance, mingled to one

We form time in

dross;

its

in the ladle, seething

To be poured, rolled, beaten,
shaped, trimmed and fashioned
To create the World of Tomorrow.

Two arms may lift and shape the air,
Embrace in one long arc, hold there
In quiet tension between palm
And palm what in a breath is gone.

Pas de Deux

brilliantlyglowing,

Ore from the ancient mountains

How can I hope to grasp
The sky with my two arms
— Sappho

II.

TOMORROW

intent,

Join

of peoples,

in the shaping, join in creating

the World of

Tomorrow.

the harsh studio light

With our bodies’ grace:

my hands, your

Steve MandneDi
Lexington, Ky.

IS

flight

Structure

we

raise,

O may

it

be glorious!

Make power its servant, make justice its pride.
Away with the causes of hatred and warfare,
of strife and

Build

it

a

home

happy and

oppression.
for

people to dwell

free.

God has planned. Let
guide our
of

all

who

in

toil,

His planning

His love be the spirit

are building

_

Roscoe Mott Giles *20
N.v-

!
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ELEGY FOR A YOUNG FRIEND
Tally the wings of angels,

Stoke the

fine

clouds with a shout,

Bind your loosed

light to

your kindred.
f

Flee from the wreckage without

Unite the reckoning cinders,

Besiege the bridge and the

wall,

Strew your good seed on the

Ascend through

meadow,

the brackish soil.

THE JANUARIES OF MY OTHER

Run from the darkening valley,
Bend the hard fog from your face,
Thrust your

Then

still gifts to

the lightning,

burst from the desert to shade.

Drive your hail-covered

wagon,

Wring the sun’s mass through your soul,

Now move

the

Break the great

huge stone toward the summit
seal — and be whole.

The Januaries of my

upon
with the knowledge that if suffering suits me,
I can find the ways. But if, refusing such an
easy use

of time,

1

other

life

crowd

in

LIFE

.

.

.

me
I

venture into places that hide

joy in quite surprising garb — what pleasant days.

.

MarOyn Veldman ’52 van der Velde
Ann Arbor, Mich.

Janet Hildebrand ’71
Fort Worth, Tex.

I

'

ONTOLOGY
The study of Being:

Some thought that philosophy
Was
But

method

the
it

was

for the pursuit of

knowledge.

art,

The

creator of ideals.

The

miracle, the paradox:

moment

That new ideals come into being every
Even though they’re eternal.

It

was wrong to generalize.

Intuition

was the way through

This world of particularsthat defy analysis.

The many
Only a

can’t be captured with any physical sense:

sixth

can approach

Individualthings

He

can't fight

fly

that.

through the person constantly.

them

all

and survive.

II

There

You
It is

Art

is a

mountain that has no top:

are a part of

it.

possible to rise.

is

the master,

Surpassing all disciplines,

Because its language

Comes
If

closest to revealing

God

the artist is pure in heart;

For

art

can be used to express anything

From sacred scriptures
To pornography.
The individual can be tom apart
From trying to comprehend the whole
To feel it all,
The infinite complexity
Where nothing remains the same.

of God’s creation:

Untitled, Ralph Schroeder

III

LE

Being,

NOOVEAG RICHE

The shadowy after-imageof Nothingness.
Is

it

The
The

modem

paradox or contradiction?

A

miracle of impossibility?

I

individual must decide.

Shining hours, radiant as a

Croesus, richer far,

cdunt my golden treasury of hours;
star,

Burnished by your presence’ loving powers.
Being,

Days, hours, minutes, coins

That which everything has

in

common,

The only thing.
From the dew-laden, leafy green

you placed your hand

And gave

life

Should

Perceived by

Consign us equal hoard of

all

the years as this

Such mighty

mine

one past
daily joy,

treasure will at last

Redeem our paradise from

Epilogue

in

riches with your dear caress.

Born with language,
intuition.

time

Slipped idly through my fingers valueless
Until

vines of a Grecian garden,

of

all alloy,

During your most tormented winter,

And

See how people are

Shall boast King Midas’ touch without his fate.

like

snowflakes.
'69

1,

a beggar once at

Ivan

life’s

C

shut gate,

Johnson '32

70
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SPRING PILGRIMAGE
my

brother’s pocketknife

old and dulled
stuffed in

BIRTHDAY VALENTINE TO JEANNE

my jeans

threadbare jacket

his

i

pulled high around
i

trudged the

my neck

muddy

field

goes pandering red

Vital

to spirit’s brittle blue,
with desire finally dead

furrowed since

fall

to the creek

will we find the true

thread binding us through
the colors that have fled

the

wind

into our tapestry of time?

fresh and

damp

straightenedcurls
falling

from the

faded cap

The hours

weaving
like a continuous rhyme
that interlaces my being
so tight!

it is

and promised

are of your

And

I

rebel against

the willows

the bright beauty of your surrender.

would be ready

No

use.

1

am

a small

boy

rejecting birthday cake,
firmly sometimes

then sinking

for

to the leak
i

sulking in a corner

appearance’s sake

with eyes

full

of

candle-light k

waded

Ill

sucking murky waters

Men

11

to

bushes

Love

perfectly furry

and grey

my

is

merely a wave

on the ocean

brother’s pocketknife

of

our union;

like

me

but you have cleansed

swept together from the antipodes

you are a

we

take

float

too deep

on a fulfillment
for

understanding.

think and plot

trying to decipher women’s heart,

I

still

pond

my exhausted

pelted

by,

my

brain,

rain;

me straightto your depths,
am enfolded again and again.

old and dulled
pulled from
i

my jeans

sawed

twisting

and pulling branches
from the bush

my hands

stinging

white
then red
miles and years

away
the pocketknife

jacket
boots and cap
discarded
i

still recognize

the

wind

and think
the

i

feel

murky creek

sucking

at

my

feet

Lynn Adams '63 Deur
Grand Haven, Mich.

Gordon Korstange ’67
TamD-Nodu, India

SONNET FOR A CREATIVE WRITING TEACHER
WHOSE COURSE I NEVER TOOK

|

We

on an iron

sat in our sunlight

Exchanging the

stale chat of the literary trade,

somehow

You were

rail

outside our pale,

Writers, we knew, were born not

made.

was young and (yes) innocent

I

Before the immortal words

textbook ages,

of the

With crashing symbols and mute assent
hailed the performance of the critical sages.

I

But now

f

In

1

can no longer

find

much worth

gobbling others’ food with monkish greed,

And

as

begin to plow my own hard earth

1

Strangely

Making

I

your presence holding the seed.

feel

creaking rhymes

this sonnet’s

Means more

me than all of Shakespeare’s lines.

to

Gordon Korstange
TamD-Nodu, India

’67

.-

:

SONG OF ASCENTS
amplify the

will

1

‘

name

who
name

the

time

exist in a
of the

Lord

of the

for dull are the ears of

Lord

HUTI WATSI

those

The

of turbulent lies;

shall

and sustain

desperate seasons.

his saints in

will celebrate the

name

unremembered
by a people who

the

name

of the

Lord

of the

will edify the

Kneel

for

sanctify

But we must eat to live."
They climb the shoulders of the grey stone hills.
The setting sun bums the clouds,
Hanging smoke in the mountains of the west
The silence of the twilight settles
On the rippling waters of glowing lakes in the valley.
The sky clears. Mountains, buried in blackness,

I

Lord

efforts of the

who pretend to know him
the

name

for his

of the

Lord

shall

1

unsaved
God;

as their

elevate

for

scorned are

in a land

the

name

name

of the

Women

of the

Lord

shall

I

and children breathe the

twin star-eyes of the

The Great Bear and
Stand

magnify

They

the afflicted

the

name

for lost is this

in giant silence in the

Seven

of the Lord of Lords

world and the present age of

which continually gropes
the

name

of the

for his love

Lord

and redeemed
O

that

I

might

and illumine
for then

shall

I

has embraced
all

glorify the

I

On

man

answer to

name

northern winds.

waves

of the

northern lights.

stars rise in the path of the sun,
like breath

blown

the campfire’sdying ashes.

Spears and arrows part the wind.
But the animals shine.

life;

venerate
a

thousand generations

Lany WDdschut '77
Zeeland,

those who have called on
of the

his

Lord

my friends,
rejoice and make my heart glad.

his truth in the

would

for the

mountain lion
cub

her

Brighteningand fading
will verify

minds

David A. Cochrane

of

77

the Pine-Evening.

splash the sparkling trout

In the violet

and never forsakes the contrite in heart

I

life of

Stare as he crouches for his prey.

where justice is frequently mocked;

goodness surrounds

for his

Lord

commandments

his perfect

we must hunt you.

Sleeping in the birchbark wigwams,

The
will meditate upon the

are sorry, o spirits, that

Lie like old chiefs on their backs, watching the stars.

wrath defies the ungodly

and consumes unerringly the wickedness of men.

1

darkness, holding their stone-pointedspears.

shall

of the

lame are the

in the

“We

Lord

name

shadows,

need forgiveness;

and excellent beyond comprehension.

I

late

utterly

thoughts are pure, without reproach,

for his

streams.

Seven young hunters of the crimson feathers

are his abundant mercies

for

its

Her cub stands near her.
Hiding in the

I

Rainbow deepens in blue

The Great Bear paws the bending trout
From the whirling waters of the rapids.

promises endure forever

for his

River of the

While the sun sharpens

advocate

1

maple-forestedmountains

In the

land

in the

YA

name.

Mkh.
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HARVEST
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A heat wave had settled on the small wetsern

Maryland town and added yet another burden to the
daily pressures and disappointments of the first week
in

June, 1932. the boys released their frustrations that

weekday afternoon at

still

being pent up in school by

three feet away from

the side of a
yelled

it,”

one

bam

if

you was

"Damned

birds!” he yelled

hit

your eye

if

you don't shut up,”

it

Robin arrived home, he opened and closed

on over and play

ball.”

was Eddie. When Robin had first come to this
town, three weeks ago, plagued with smallness and a
girl’s name, it was Eddie who protected him from the
cruel jokes and harsh words. There were still some
who taunted Robin, but not in Eddie’s presence. He
was older, thirteen at least, and few of the boys would
It

have to

let

my mother know where 1 am,"

Robin called back.
“O.K. See you later.”
Robin hurried. The faster he got home, the faster

felt a

please."

been easy on me, either. 1 was just getting by and then you and Robin come along. 1 could
barely take care of myself. You think I can take care of
"It hasn't

moved

Robin

archway that
room.

the

closer

bristle

"But

the

paid a

“Hey you," the voice said again, “new kid. I’m talking to you.”

1

and stood

just a few feet

from

led to the kitchen from the dining

was good, Mama,

me

lot for

ain’t

I

Mama,” he asked.

help,

sometimes 1 remember when your Daddy was alive,
when I used to sew for all those fine ladies. I dressed
them up real pretty in lace and beads. Oh, they were
so beautiful. But now 1 don’t even have a piece of lace

gonria bring no

.

As he walked out of the house, he could hear her

laces on their

no longer muffled sobs. He ran the rest of the way
if

The teams were

into this

just

the field.

who knows

home most of the money. My sewing was just for extra.
To buy things we- couldn't have otherwise. 1 can't do

Bobby, why don’t you go out into the

was dressed

every seam. A large

anything else."
"You got two hands, don’t you? They're always

from his back pocket
gonna say nothin’, huh? Cat got

sling-shot protruded
“Well, ain’tcha

lookin’ for people up at the mill to do the washing.

your tongue?”
“Hey, now, that’s a real good start What’s your

name, kid?”
"Robin Mattern."
"Robin?”

started to laugh and the rolls of fat

on

hjs

up and down. “Robin! Tweet, tweet, tweet.”

The boy laughed again.
“1 have to go home,” said Robin.
The fat boy stopped laughing. “Whatcha have to
go home for? School just got out” He whispered, “1
got a special place 1 can show you.”
“My mother would worry. She doesn’t know where
1 am.”
“You a mama’s boy, too, Robin? Tweet, tweet,
tweet”

“You’re not being nice.”
“So what? You're not being nice, either. I said

show you my

I’d

and all you do is complain
that you’ve got to go home.” The fat boy kicked a
stone across the street and started to walk away.
“What’s your name?” Robin called after him.
The boy turned around. “My name is Hanley Hansen, and I live on the biggest farm in this country,and
my father’s the best farmer this side of the Mississippi
River, and I have the most special place in the world
and I don’t show it to very many people.” He stopped
to catch his breath. “Are you going to
“I

come

__

_

with

me?”

have to go home,” Robin pleaded. “And then

I’m going to play ball with Eddie."

off that

let

One

of the other boys

nodded and threw

a mitt to

served as
signal

home

base. He watched intently for Eddie’s

and prepared

to catch the ball. Eddie was the

and tall, with a
muscle in arms that spun the ball
and snugly into Robin’s mitt.

eldest of the boys, thirteen years old

promise of

home

over

future
plate

“Strike!” yelled Robin.

since you walked
“No,

in this

them

air

another

softly,

"won’t"

“I said it toas a strike,

"You

gonna do. Don’t you
two more mouths to feed and no
I’m

food, you got to have

you got to buy

more

more money.”

“But the mill is such a dirty old place, and

all

those men."
“Might do you good to be around men. Might find

calling

me

knees. It’s a

and

1

mean

it

was

a strike.”

a liar?” asked Mike.

“I’m not calling you anything,but

They
fact, girl, when

my

ball.”

don't, please.”

I’ve got

I’m out?" asked Mike.

mean

you’re out.”
“That ball was three feet below

“1

"Not can't,” his grandmother said

understand?

again, Eddie whirled the ball past

“Whaddaya mean,

tell

that you want to work."

know what

Once

"Strike three! You’re out!"

“I can’t!"

“I don't

try.

him.

I

“Mama,

ball.

Mike gave him a sour look and raised the bat for

house three weeks ago.”

haven't
“Then you go to the mill tomorrow and you

Again, Eddie threw the

“Strike two!" yelled Robin.

high horse of yours."
“I’m not on a high horse!”
“You been holding your nose high up in the

“Please.”
"It’s a simple

special place

and

Robin. He crouched behind the piece of shale that

more money."

“Stop that"
“Oh, am 1 making you angry, little boy?”

field

Robbie catch?”

Mike took a better stance and raised the bat
“Laura, you are gonna have to step down

“Yes."

belly jiggled

"Hi, Robbie," Eddie called. "Good timing. Hey,

ing.

“Yes."
“Like the bird?”

The boy

You

go up there and you bring the uniforms home and
you wash them and you iron them and you take them
back and they pay you for it You know how to wash
and iron, don’t you?”
Robin strained to listen, but his mother said noth-

just

“Hello,” said Robin.

it

was

a strike!”

stared at each other, the veins in their necks

throbbing,their eyes bulging.Eddie walked to

home

base from the pitcher’s mound.
“Come on, now, Mike. You know

strike.

Wasn’t

it

it

was a

a strike, Jackie?” Eddie looked over at Jackie,

the captain of the other team, with a jovial smile,

and

Jackie nodded his head in ready agreement
Mike moved away, ready to renew the

argument

another husband."
“I don't want another husband," said Laura.
“A woman needs a man. It’s too early now for you

then said, "Aw, all right, it was a strike."He tossed the
bat on the ground and walked back to join the other

to know, but you’ll feel it soon, you’ll feel the ache for a

members of

man come

-

them.
changfng as he came up to

house. Not in this town."
"But what can 1 do, Mama? Charlie always brought

his territoryand authority. He

to

the baseballfield, trying to forget

you ask me.

money

twelve years old, acne festering on his hostile face. The
boy walked toward Robin with the swagger of a man
in dirty overalls that strained at

1

Enough for flour and sugar for weeks. When your
Daddy was alive .” Her voice faded.
Robin pulled away from her. She touched his face
and kissed him. “Go play,” she said in a hoarse
whisper. He heard a funny catch in her voice, and one
tear rolled down her cheek. "Go play,” she said again.
.

good. Those ladies

beads and

dresses.”
“Good, hmph. Good for nothin’

Fancy sewing

Robin turned around and saw a boy, eleven or

really

to sew those

“Can

for myself. Lace costs nine cents a yard. Nine cents!

“Can’t do anything.Yeah, you and your fancy sew-

cold tingling

.

Laura stroked his hair. “No, Robin.” She sighed
and held Robin’s head against her breast "It’s just that

ing."

hair on the back of his neck.

I know you don’t want your
hands to get all red and sore like mine, but
.”
"Why can't it be like it was?”
His mother’s question was so full of anguish that
Robin was in the kitchen before he knew what he was
doing, and when she saw him standing in the doorway,
she opened her arms wide and called, “Robin!” a plea
for help, warmth, and pity all in one, and fallingheavy

don’t want to go there.

anger.

he could go back and play baseball.
“Hey you!”
Robin stopped and

go to the mill tomorrow.”
"Laura, honey, please understand. I know you

“I’ll

on the shoulders of a ten year old boy.

"Mama,

f

hear her.

“You ain’t worth nothin’, nothin’ at all.” He recognized his grandmother’s voice, strangely different in

three people?"
"But 1 can't do anything."

dare fight him.
“I'll

the table. He heard angry voices coming

from the kitchen and froze in alertness.

hind the fencing until the pitcher called out, “Hey,

come

he slammed it.
Robin stopped in the front hallway and put his

books on

Robin Mattern watched them longinglyfrom be-

grandmother didn't like the noise

made when

yelled the boy at bat.

Robbie,

ran off through the

so

going to go into the kitchen while they were silent but
then his mother spoke, so quietly that he almost didn’t

.

When

of the boys in the

the door quietly. His
i’ll

and

feel ashamed that he had listened for

long without lettingthem know he was there. He was

again, but he missed.

fields.

field.

"Oh, yeah?

made him

stormed

for you, then." Hanley

away from Robin. He took the slingshotout of his pocket and selected a small stone from the gravel. He
aimed at a group of sparrows pecking in the grass
about thirty feet away from him. The sparrows scattered to the sky. Hanley singled one out and aimed

hurling the baseball and various taunts at each other.

“You couldn’thit

much

"Well, so

won’t be able to sleep at night"
Robin imagined he could hear them breathing not

diamond.

more than

slow

ten feet from where he stood. He didn’t
understand what his ora ndjriothejjTad_said_Jai!L£,_MM

his team.

“Play ball!" Eddie yelled from the center of the

creeping back into your bones, and you

Robin watched closely and saw the signal for a
ball.

*

“Strike one,” called Robin.
There was no argument Eddie poised himself to

Robin thought of the lace and asked, “But which
eight?”

throw again.
Robin instinctivelyreached up to catch the ball
when he heard the resounding crack of the hard core
of the baseball on the

wood

of the

“Well,

“Make them

bat

“Yeah, pimple face, be quiet,” yelled Tony.

“Tony

.

in

..”

Bobby jabbed

his elbow into John's side and tilted

his head toward Hansen,

who had been

listening to the

exchange.

"Come

on, Pa,

make them

fight for it”

Hansen

could hear the edge in his son’s voice. A slow chuckle
rose in his throat He turned to the boys and said,
"Why not?"
Eddie

felt

himself at the center of attention. He

scanned the pleading faces, thought a moment, and
walked up to Hansen. “Mo.” He looked beyond Hansen
to the truck and Hanley.
“You’re making a mistake, boy," said Hansen.

“That puts us one up on you, Eddie,” yelled Jackie with obvious satisfaction.

"We’re friends. We don’t fight,”said Eddie.

“Mot for long,” Eddie yelled back.

“Come

on,

"Mo reason for eight of you to lose the money just
because he’s being so stubborn,” Hansen said to the

Robbie, we’re gonna show ’em.”
Robin threw the ball back to Eddie.
Marty took his place at bat and was crouching

when Jackie

other boys.
Robin thought of his mother and the lace. He
dropped his head, kicked a small pebble in the dust

cried out, “Hey, look,

Hansen.”

Come

combat boots
them off

hasn’t taken

“Oh, yeah," yelled John, "well, your mother is
a

cap down over his eyes. Robin tried to avoid them as
he walked back to home plate.

man

War and she

since,” retorted Hanley.

team gathered around Tony. They

"So what?

Giorgio, your mother wore

the First World

laughed and slapped him on the back and pulled his

there’s old

stif-

“Hanley,” yelled Hansen, "you shut your mouth."

shale.

for the pitch

came

fen.

“Thataway, Tony. Keep going. Keep going.”
Tony rounded first base, a piece of rag held down
by a rock, and when he saw that the ball was still rolling in the direction of the school and that John was
trailing far behind it, he confidently went on to second
base. By the time he got there, John almost had the
ball, but Tony kept running.When he was somewhere
between second and third base, John turned and threw
wildly. The ball flew over Eddie’s head and into the foul
territory behind the third base and home line. Robin
ran for the ball and barely missed colliding with Tony
coming into home. Robin scooped up the ball and
turned just in time to see Tony touch the piece of

ready

fight for it!” Hanley'svoice

from the truck and he enjoyed watching the boys

Cheers went up from Jackie’s team.

Jackie'’ s

don’t know about that sonny, 1 guess

1

you’ll ...”

and

on, let’s play ball.”

“Yeah, but he’s driving right onto the field.”
rattlingpick-up truck sent up a wake of dust

moved

closer to Eddie.
“Eddie, isn’t there something else we can do"

asked Bobby.

The

“Let's draw lots,” said Eddie. “There any sticks

around here?”
Hanley’s voice came from the truck. “The only
way you’re going to get to pick is
other for it Ain't that right. Pa?"

if

you

fight each

"That’s right,” said Hansen.
“Then we’re not coming,” said Eddie.
"Then I guess I’ll have to go somewhere else and
find some boys who are willing to do what 1 want them
to do,” said Hansen. He walked toward the truck and
started to get in. At the final loss of the money to buy
the lace for his mother, Robin panicked. He turned on
Eddie and punched him hard in the stomach.

Eddie, taken

off

guard, double over. Robin

hit

him

again, this time in the eye.

The other boys, now aware of what was happengrabbed Robin from behind. He twisted around
and flailed his white-knuckled fists at them. One of his
fists caught Bobby on the ear. Four of them wrestled
him to the ground and Jackie slapped him. Robin was
ing,

quiet.

Hanley watched the incident from the truck.

He

turned to his father, and the glee of revenge lit his
eyes. "See what we can make them do, Pa? See?"

Hansen

sudden attack on
him as much as the look in
this son's eyes did. He jumped down from the truck
and ran over to Eddie. He bent down and put his hand
on the boy’s shoulder. "You all right, son?”
Eddie shrugged away Hansen's hand. “Sure,” he
Eddie, but

didn't understand the

it

didn't frighten

answered.

Hansen laughed a hoarse, nervous laugh. “I guess
all of you, after all. Have you all work for less
time. Anyone that wants to come out to the field and
I

and headed for the middle of the playing

field.

Eddie

stood where he was. The truck pulled up near him and
stopped. Jake Hansen, a hard, lean man about forty

"Mo jobs to be had that

out

his overalls and spit a glob of

boys to

into the

dirt

slouched into his seat so that only his head showed
the

piece of
in

window.

help

me

pick.”

know you could grow anything on

dirt," called

that old

Tony.

There were muffled whispers of "Three cents,

knew

"Done all the chores at home, Mr. Hansen. Don’t
why we shouldn’tbe out playing ball," returned

Eddie.

good

labor, that’s all

I

much

do

three cents can buy?” Robin

that lace cost nine cents a yard, three bushels of

peas.

"Can’t use

The boys rushed

all of you,

into the

the pick-up

and helped each

among

though. Only need eight of

Bobby

helped Eddie stand up and find a place with the others. Robin propped himself up on his elbows but
moved no further.

The pick-up started

watched
Eddie, the proud form slightlybent, one hand still on
his stomach. He saw Eddie raise his other hand and
call,

While the boys were discussing the matter
themselves, Hansen had been counting them.

him when he climbed back

other onto the open space behind the cab.

"Pay three cents a bushel,"said Hansen. "Peas are
and it’s hard to find help. It’s a good wage."

you know how

Hanley slouched further down into his seat His father
said nothing to
truck.

early

"You boys got nothing better to do than waste

"Well, it sure is a waste of

Mr. Hansen,”

"How much you paying?” asked Eddie.

your time fooling around on this here field?” challenged Hansen.
see

of,

pick, climb aboard." He turned and looked at his son.

come

"Didn’t

Hanley Hansen watched his father approach the
group of boys that now surroundedEddie. He

heard

"Then maybe you ought to listen, boy. The peas
on my farm are ready for harvest and I need some

years old, jumped down from the truck. He hitched up

chewing tobacco

I’ve

said Eddie.

can use

"Come

to pull away. Robin

on, Robbie, before it's too late.

Come

on.”

Robin wrenched himself from the ground and ran
the other way.
Beverly Greer ’70 Langeveld

alumni opus 1980
MEDITATION
1

Flesh

is

poor shelter for

my

soul. Generation

by generation,the cruel eclipse, death's time
change, cuts nearer
sun and

moon

memory,

my

heart. Will

1

forget the

entirely or release rain

from

bright windows, frost ancient as zero?

Will place alone prevail

—

dandelions turning

white, a brass bucket of fish heads,

hammering

someone

cold garage?
Fear death with me Jesus, fear again the
in the

broken temple, the rainbow of blood, three
corpses left in thunder. Receive the guilt, the
shroud, the cave. Angels hold stars against their

mouths, for
nails.

all history

becomes hammer and

Fear the small voices who point to

Bethlehem and

the star fallen from Satan’s hand.

3

Salvation is all scar.

Jesus, this reputationreceived by asking
does

2
Out

of kindness, resurrection. Earth cries like

an old man, but the sky
wasted face, deity

come

is full of talk.

clear

upon

Your

the cross,

thorns gathered from the time time’s contract
ends

—

to these

cle. Faith

my nod

of faith, consent to mira-

becomes an embrace; time and

eter-

blood and prayer touch. The shepherd’s
empty tomb is heritage enough. Cinder the cross,

nity,

the positive sign,
than sleep.

1

wait for sleep more sincere

it

say

I

am

not one of

my

kind? Or

is

—

my

dime love, common along the
narrow way, this hand-me-down earth?
You know me alive and dead; tell me, will
my dreams clear of fallingdays and find your
new creationsweet as fresh-hewn wood? Will
angels put the centuriesaway like old riding
coats — their hands gestures of fire above time's
coarse cloth. Will 1 see you?
Forgive me. 1 am lost between staying and

love nickle and

going. 1 kneel and the Big Dipper

hits the

road.

4
would like to be alone for a long
time in a deep field. Then I would like to walk the
rolling golden seasons before the second coming
and talk beneath the mushroom woods the mysAfter

I

die

1

tic talk of pilgrims. 1 will wait with the

gentle of

this earth and ascend like thunder towards the
crucified Lamb
resurrection in

— all the powers of
my eyes.

creation

Del SneUer ’67
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Students were back in a totally renovated Phelps Hall
dining room at the beginning of the second semester.

The $1.2 million project includes a near doubling of
seating capacity and a change in the concept for serving
so as to reduce lines. Project
to

improve quality of

is

part of continuing effort

residential life

on campus for

7

H

Max DePree Named

Chief

-people

Of Herman Miller,

Inc.

Max DePree '48 became chief executiveoffiHerman Miller Inc. of Zeeland, Mich, on
Jan. 1. The son of Herman Miller'sfounder,
Max DePree formerly served as chairmanof
cer of

the board of the internationalcorporation
which produces office furnitureand systems
for office> health care, laboratory and industrial environments. He replaces his brother,
Hugh DePree '38, who retired after serving in
Herman Miller'stop post since 1962.
Max De Pree began his career with Herman
Miller in 1947 as a purchasing agent. He served
subsequently as plant manager; director of
Manufacturing; director of Sales and Marketing, National Operations ; and executive vice
president of Operations.
In 1968, De Pree became executivevice president of International
Operations.For the next
year and one-half, he resided in Europe in
order to manage Herman Miller, AG, in Basel,
Switzerland, and to establish the company's
wholly owned subsidiaryin Bath, England.
Under his leadership. InternationalOperations
grew to encompass activity in Latin America
and the Far East, and the developmentof an
internationalmanagement team was begun.
In 1971, the year after Herman Miller became a publiclyowned company, De Pree was
elected chairman of the Board of Directors.He
helped change the composition of the board by
bringing outsideprofessionalsto reflect public
ownership.
De Free retains his seat on the Board of
Directors of Herman Miller,AG.
A member of the American Management
Association,De Pree has lectured at a number
of colleges and universities and is a member of
the adjunct facultyof Aquinas College in
Grand Rapids, Mich. He is chairmanof the

Bird Brain Research
Studying bird brains is not for the birds.
"Because of the way so many important
biological issues can be studied in the song
systems of canaries, studying bird brains can
be relevant to us," said Dr. Tim De Voogd
Board of Trustees of Fuller Theological Seminary in Pasadena, Calif., and serves on the
editorial council of the Church Herald
magazine.
De Pree began his college studies at Wheaton
College in Illinoisin 1942. In 1943, he joined
the U.S. Army and studied at the Universityof
Pittsburghand at Haverford College as part of a
specialized trainingprogram.
De Pree and his wife Esther have four children: Jody De Pree Handy, who practices law
in Dover, N.H. ; Charles, an MBA who works
for Owens-Illinois in Conn. ; Nancy, a Hope
College graduate who works in Holland; and
Kris, a junior at Hope.

for Service

Cdr. Robert W. Vander Lugt '58, Judge Advocate General's Corps, U.S. Navy, was recently awarded the Meritorious Service Medal
by Captain DavidS. Boyd, Commanding Officer of the Naval Training Center, Orlando, Fla.
The citation reads:

.
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De Voogd was on campus

late last fall to

participate in a colloquium sponsored by the

biology and psychology departments.
De Voogd graduated from Hope with a B.A.
in mathematics. He then entered the University of Illinoiswhere he earned both his master's degree and doctorate in biological psychology. Since October of 1978, De Voogd has
held a postdoctoralfellowshipunder Dr.
Fernando Nottebohm at RockefellerUniver. sity in New
York City.
De Voogd's researchfocuses on the effects of
lesions on the left hemisphereof the brain
which contains the primary facilityfor verbal
developmentin canaries.Data based on the
research reveals that only male birds sing and
that when the left hemisphere is damaged the
right will assume control of song production.
The lateralization in canary brains allows for
the ability to produce a song to switch to the
right side and produce a song "almost as good
as the original."
The implicationsof this occurrence for the
“For outstanding meritorious service as asstudy of human brains depend on whether or
sistant officer in charge,U.S. Naval Legal Service Office, Naples, Italy from August 1976 to
July 1979. Commander Vander Lugt's
exemplary performance of duty contributed
significantly to the accomplishment of the mission of the Naval Legal Service in Europe .
."
Vander Lugt planned and oversaw the establishment of a branch office in Sigonella, Sicily
and also developed a plan for the centralization
of the administration of the Navy's claims
funds in Europe. He took the initiative in revamping the office comptroller function,and
throughout these administrativeaccomplishments practiced military law.
"Commander Vander Lugt's conscientiousness, integrity, good judgment and selflessdevotion to duty reflected great credit upon himself and were in keeping with the highest traditions of the United States Naval Services,"
the citation further reads.
He is a graduate of Indiana University Law
School and a member of the Indiana and
American Federal Bar Associations.He entered
the Navy in 1962 and reported to his present
assignment in July.
He is married to the former Ruth Mokma '61
and the son of former Hope professor, dean and
chancellorWilliam Vander Lugt. Bob and Ruth
have three children,Sandra, Bob and David.

Commander Vander Lugt
Honored

'72.

not this transfer of control between brain hemispheresin canaries can be pushed experimentally.

would clearly have implications
damage in people,"
said De Voogd to Hope students.
De Voogd and Nottebohm'sresearch has
important relationshipsin communications,
brain lateralization, recovery from brain damage, problems concerned with learningand sex
"If

it

can,

it

for recovery from brain

differences.

The questions of the relationshipbetween
the one gram canary brain and the human
brain begin with a question that De Voogd
posed before Hope students last
November — Is there anything about vocal behavior in particular that makes the study of
canary brains a good way of organizing the
brain? And, what are the underlying
physiologicaland anatomical events in song
learning?
De Voogd pointed out that scientists for a
number of years have been looking for a model
where the learning is similarenough to the
sorts of learning that humans do that it's
interestingbut not so complex that it can't
be understood.
"It would appear that this system, the song
system in birds, is a prime candidate for that
sort of

model," said De Voogd.

.

Brieve Heads Schools

ft

Frederick J. Brieve '50 has been named
superintendent of the Fruitport,Mich, school
district and began his new duties in early
January.
For the past eight years Brieve was professor
of educationaladministrationat VirginiaTech
University in Blacksburg. From 1969-1971he
was associate superintendent in the Dallas
school system and is a former superintendent
of Laketon Public Schools, Muskegon, Mich.
In 1958 he was named principal of North
Muskegon High School after holding the same
position for two years in Hart, Mich.
The author of a book entitled Educational

is

presently doing research for a book on time

'management as it relates to public schools. He
has writtennumerous articleson educationand
has served as a consultant to government and
state agencies,school districtsand institutions
of higher education,and internationaleducation associations.

He holds the M.A. and Ed.D. degrees in
educationaladministrationfrom Michigan
State University.
He is married to the former Joyce Baker '50
and is the son of Joan VanderWerf '30 Brieve.
Frederick and Joyce have two children,
Elizabeth,19, and Thomas, 16.

.

Gary Van Singel '59 is an engineering manager at
Rapistan, Inc. in Newaygo, Mich.

1940's

class notes

Ruth De Young '41 Potts has written a second
novel. Nugget,published by Manor Books. Her first
novel is entitled Lost Kachina.
The Reverend Theodore Zandstra '41 is the
1900's
minister of pastoralcare at T rinity Reformed Church
Fritz Yonkman '17 was honoredposthumouslyby in Holland, Mich.
CIBA-GEIGY Corp. at a recent dinner of alumni of Herman VandeRiet '43 is a space planner for
the Boston University School of Medicine. A scroll
Amway Corp. in Ada, Mich.
on behalf of the corporation was presented in memPeter van Lierop, Ph.D. '46 has been certified as a
ory of Dr. Yonkman to the School of Medicine.
professionalmental health clergyman.He is the
chaplain at Sheboygan, Wis. Memorial Hospital
Ted Wisner '46 is chief U.S. probation officer for
1920's
the Western Distrirt of Michigan.
Robert J. Danhof '47 was re-electedchief judge of
Tom DeVries '23 was pleased to learn that his
the Michigan Court of Appeals. Judge Danhof is
former colleague,Herbert Brown, was co-winner of
chairman of the JudicialPlanning Committee of
this year's Nobel Prize for chemistry. Tom and
Brown were colleagueson Purdue University faculty Michigan,member of the Advisory Board of the
National Crime Information Commission, member
for more than 20 years. Tom, an analyticalchemist,
was at Purdue from 1927-1970.He also frequently of the Commission on Courts, and member of the
worked as a consultant and spent six months in the Fellows of the American Bar.
Harold DesAutels '47 has retired from the Amerimid-1940's for research on the atomic bomb.
can Baptistministry and elementary school teaching.
The Reverend Anton Schenner '25 is active as a
The Reverend Donald P. Buteyn '48 was installed
calling pastor making 60 to 70 calls a month.
Dorothy Dick '26 is an elder in the LaPorte, Ind. as professorof Evangelism and Mission at San Francisco Theological Seminary. His inaugural address
Presbyterian Church.
was entitled,"Capacity for Comeback." '
The Reverend TheodoreEssebaggers '26 reShirley Leslie '49 Dykstra is selling real estate in
cently became a great grandfather for the first time.
He is chairman of the Colchester, Conn. Commis- Fairfax,Va.
Ted Flaherty '49 celebratedthirty years of missionsion on Aging.
Sandrene Schutt '27 is a member of the board of ary servicein Japan during 1979.
The Reverend William C. Hillegonds '49 is the
trustees.First United Presbyterian Church, Sun
senior minister of First Presbyterian Church, Ann
City, Ariz.
The Reverend Peter '27 and HenriettaBeyers '27 Arbor, Mich.
Van Es celebratedtheir fiftieth anniversary in Au- Glenn Van Haitsma Ph.D. '49 represented Hope
College at the inauguration of the new president of
gust. They are active on the staff of the Church of the
Lawrence College in Appleton, Wis. Dr. Van
Chimes in San Jose, Calif.
The Reverend Harry L. Brower '28, retired, coun- Haitsmais a member of the facultyat CarrollCollege
cilman and Mayor Pro Tern of Wyoming,Mich, has in Waukesha, Wis.
been re-electedto a second term.
Myron J. Kastein '29 is a widower.He receivedthe
"Silver Beaver" award in Boy Scouting and a life
1950's
membership in KiwanisInternational.
Harvey Mols '50 is a circuit judge for Hillsdale
County, Mich.
1930's
Robert A. Schuiteman Ph.D. '50 is the directorof
Phillip Engel's'31 latest book of poetry entitled, External Relations for the American Language
From the Preacher — Poet's Desire, was published in Academy, Washington, D.C.
Lloyd Wolters, B.D. '51 is the pastorof the Lament
1979. This is his fourteenth volume. Copies of the
Christian Reformed Church in Coopersville, Mich.
books may be obtained from the author.
Lavina Hoogeveen '52 reportsthat she is still emEgbert H. Fell, M.D. '31 received the Public Service Citation of the University of ChicagoMedical ployed by the U.S. Dept, of Defense. She is a counAlumni Association. Noted for his work with chil- selor for 600 K-5th graders in Japan. She is going to
tour China in 1980.
dren's heart disease he freely devoted much of his
Ann Watson '52 Mulder is a counselor and coortime to the sick and indigent at Cook County and
dinator for community education in Holland, Mich.
Presbyterian Hospitals and the Central Free DisJoan Freeburg '52 Ricker is a servicerep for Pacific
pensary. At the height of his career he elected to
become a medical missionary in the Middle East. He TelephoneCo. , Altadena, Calif. She is a student pilot
working towards her private pilot's license.
has continued to serve at a clinic for the disadvanThe ReVelendDouglas van Gessel '52 is the
taged in Hawaii. Through hisconcern for the welfare
chairman of the Alcohol Control Board, Riverside
of the sick among the poor "Egbert H. Fell continues
County, Calif.
to fulfill the obligationsof his education in creative
citizenship."
J.

Antoinette Hondelink '31 retired as choir director

of the Dansville Presbyterian Church in August,
1979. She had directedthe choir for 36'/2 years.
J.

Coert Rylaarsdam '31 has been designated "Pro-

fessor Emeritus"by the University of Chicago Divinity

School . Since his retirement from the Univer-

Perspective" in Chicago.

pastor of the First Reformed Church in Grand Haven, Mich.

Holkeboer

retired

from teach-

ment at Calvin College.
Annette Witanek '33 White writes that, "at 70 am
still traveling — this year throughoutAlaska and

Germany."

return he

is

busy leadingseminars in churches in the

Western Michigan area.
Sarah Lacey '37 Nicholas was named "Teacherof
the Year" by the Middle TennesseeMusic Teachers'
Ass'n. for 1978-1979.
Virginia Freligh '38 has been doing a lot of traveling.

She had

a

The Reverend Robert

reunion with her

first

school teacherin

Sun City, Ariz. They had corresponded for 58 years.
Her next stop was Saugatuck, Mich, where she and
Hope classmate Bernice Bauhahn '38 Valleau spent a
week together.

Alma Nyland '38 Gabbard retiredafter teaching
for 29V2 years. The last ten years were spent in the
Hastings, Mich, school system.

tion at ShippensburgState College, Penn.
vice

president for Underwriting

at MiddlesexInsurance Co. in Concord, Mass.
Terry VanderWater '60 is chairman of the Zeeland,

Mo.

Mich. PlanningCommission.
Thomas Aardema '60 was promoted to Advisory
Systems Engineer with I.B.M. He is a manufacturing applicationsspecialist assistingin marketing and
installing I.B.M. products and servicesin the Western Michigan area.
Judy Owyang '60 recently developed an extensive

Long Valley, N.J. Presbyterian Church.
Sam Welty '63 spent six weeks in Europe this past
summer. He toured Germany, Switzerland and Poland. He says, "all alumni are welcome to visit us in
Whitewater,Wis."
John Gezon '64 has opened Utah's only industrial

fossil exhibitioncontaining
lection of the late

specimens from the col-

Edward K. Shibata,a pioneer in the

restorationof fossils as well as field collecting. Judy is
the owner of Fossils & Bones specialtyshop in

West

Sara Ewing '63 Strusz

is

director of the

jumor choir

at

medicine clinic.

Glenn Pietenpol'64 has been named

assistant

vice

presidentand trust officer at CitizensTrust and Savings Bank in South Haven, Mich.

Los Angeles Times.

Rebecca Allen '65 Hintze is a group leader of the
analyticalservicesdepartmentof the Slaklee Corp.'s
research and developmentunit.

Ronald Spiekhout '61 is seniorvice president.First
National Bank, Mount Prospect, 111.

Times, a publication for lawyers in federalpractice.

Los Angeles. Her business was recently featured in

Gary Vanden Berg M.D. '61 was appointed the
head of the OB and Gyn Department of Scripps
Hospital, Lajolla,Calif.

Edith

Holleman '65

is

an assistant editorfor Legal

Ronald Mulder, Ph.D.

'65

has written a book enti-

The Insurgent Progressives in the U.S. Senate
and the New Deal. The book published by Garland
tled,

Betty V anWyk '61 is a member of the Oak Park, 111
community relationscommittee.She is the director
of communicationsat Oak Park-River Forest High

Publishing Co.

School.

ShirleyBouwman '65 Van Hoeven, Ph.D. is director of the graduate program in the departmentof
Communication, Arts and Sciences, at Western
Michigan University.
Christian Buys '66 Ph.D. is acting chancellorof the
University of Houston-Victoria campus.
Barbara Bruggers '66 Coney has been selectedas
an OutstandingYoung Woman for 1979.
Arnold Fege '66 is the executive assistantfor the
National Academy for School Executives, a division
of the American Association of School Adminis-

.

L. CalvertCurlin '62 is business manager for
Chlorine Systems,Diamond Shamrock Corp. in
Painesville,Ohio.

John M. DeKorte '62 is an associateprofessor of
chemistry at Northern Arizona University in
Flagstaff. John is a member of the faculty senate and
chairmanof the first year chemistry committee.He
is a member of the American Chemical Society's
Inorganic Chemistry Exam committee.
Ann Herfst '62 Eppinga is chairperson of the Los
Angeles Junior League Committee for Alcohol Education for Young People.
Paul Hesselink Ph.D. '62 is an associateprofessor
of English at Covenant College.
John Pleune, Ph.D. '62 is a psychologist in private
practicein Mandeville, La. He and his wife have
recently returned from a cruise to Cozumel and
Havana sponsored by the Southeastern Psychological

Association.
'62 was appointed a

trustee of Forest Hill Church Housing Corp. in
Cleveland Heights, Ohio.
for

is a

volume of the Modem American
is a member of Muskingum

trators.

Barbara Kouw '66 Forman is a part time student at
Hope. She plans to complete the requirementsfor
her secondaryteaching certificate this spring.
Philip J.
sor of

Harmelink'66 Ph.D.,

C.P.A., is profes-

accounting at the University of New Orleans.

Dr. Harmelink has published numerous articles in
academic and professional journals and is active on
committees of the American Accounting Association

Donald J. RynbrandtPh.D.

Judson Emerick

,

History Series.Mulder
College faculty.

'63

has been awardeda fellowship

study of early medieval architecturein Italy by

and the American Taxation Ass'n.
Thelma Leenhouts '66 is an assistantprofessor of
speech at the University of Wisconsin,River Falls.
The Reverent Mark '66 and Mary Hesselink '68
Lemmenes spent six weeks in Scotland, Nether-

J.

Langenberg '54

is

the

Glen Straatsma,M.D. '54 is specializingin internal
medicineat the Fairbanks Clinic in Fairbanks,
Alaska.

Lawrence
ers of

The Reverend William Gaston '36 has retired
from the active ministry after forty years.
Howard Hartough '36 retiredin January, 1979.
Allen B. Cook '37 spent six months in the Middle
East and Kenya. He spent a week in Cyprus with
Doctors Ken Bailey and Harvey Staal '43. Since his

Ronald Chandler '60 completeda year-long
graduate level program in teaching pre-collegepsychology sponsored by the National Science Founda-

positionin medium energy nuclear physics research in Switzerland.
toral

'32

munications at the University of Illinois during the
1978-79 school year.

flCWS

__Feb..
INFHC
'80

David Fugazzato,M.D. '63 is presidentof the Jefferson County,Ala. Pediatric Society. He is active in
peer review organization of Alabama.
Stephen Havlicek Ph.D. '63 resigned from
GATECH and joined the Bemidji State, Minn. University Center for EnvironmentalStudies.
Robert Klebe '63 is assistantdistrict manager for
the Equitable Life AssuranceSociety in St. Louis,

Vietnam War. Mary is a physical therapistserving
with the U.S. Army.
William M. Hoffman '53 is vice-presidentof the
particularsynod of the West, R.C.A.
John HoftiezerPh.D. '54 has accepted a post doc-

Chicagohe has taught Hebrew Scriptures at
MarquetteUniversity. Mr. Rylaarsdamis currently
delivering a series of lectureson "The Hebraic
Winifred Hager

taught com-

Mary Van Ham '52 is writing the history of the
U.S. Army Physical Therapist'sactivities during the

sity of

ing as an associateprofessor in the English depart-

an old church near Spoleto in Umbria during the
year 1981.

Mary Ann Klaaren '60 Andersen

is

Endowmentfor the Humanities.The

grant will allow him to make an architecturalsurvey
of

1960's

Albert Kober '60

the National

'54

and Adrienne Winberg are the own-

The Progressive School of the Palm Beaches in

Florida.

The school,establishedin 1937,

is

an old

line

private elementaryschool.

Don York

'55 was named Michigan Class A high

school golf coach of the year. He teaches in Grand
Blanc, Mich.
Janice Conklin '56 Hesselink is directorof instrumental music in the new Academic High School
in

Jersey City, N.J.

Dr. Peter Durkee '57 is the senior pastor of Park
Central Presbyterian Church,Syracuse, N. Y. He is a
member of the downtowncommittee of Syracuse
whose responsibilityis the preservation and renewal
of the

downtownCentral

Tom DePree '57 is a

city.

chairman of the Ottawa

County, Mich. Republican party.
The Reverend Merwin Van Doomik

'57

is

minis-

worship and senior pastorof Trinity Reformed
Church in Holland, Mich.
ter of

Donald H. Van Lare Ph.D.

'57

is

the Great Lakes

Archivistat the Center for Archival Studies, Bowling

Lois Tysse '38 Strom retired in June, 1979 after 31

Green State University. He is editor of Lake Log
Chips, a weekly publication reporting maritimeacElmer Hartgerink '39 retiredfrom Miles
tivities on the Great Lakes and the St. Lawrence
Laboratoriesin Elkhart, Ind. after a career spanning Seaway system.
38 years. At the time of his retirement he was direc- Keith '58 and ElizabethOosterhof '60 Brower
tor of Corporate EnvironmentalControl. He is
are living in a solar heated house which was designed by Keith.
chairman and chief executive officer of Wyckoff
Chemical Co., Inc., South Haven, Mich., a producer Ev Nienhouse'58 is a visitingfull professor of
of bulk pharmaceuticals.
Chemistry at the University of North Carolina,
FlorenceMeengs '39 Lingle has retired from kinChapel Hill, for the spring semester. He will be
dergarten teaching in Oscoda, Mich, schools.
teaching an undergradate course in organic chemistry, laboratory research, and consulting on instrucJohn Wybenga '39 has retiredafter thirty-three
years as a mathematicsinstructorand an adminis- tionalaids. He is professor of Chemistry at Ferris
years of teaching in Fenton, Mich.

Lost Track of a

Hope Friend?

Give Us A Call
The Alumni Office staff stands ready to
in relocating your long, lost friends.
Call us at (6 6) 392-5 111 , ext. 2060
1

assist

you

9

lands, and Germany. This was part of an exchange

of the State

departmentat Texas A & M.

Wayne

pastorate in Scotland.

caticns and governancecommittee of the

Ginny Mrizek M.D.

engineer for Core Laboratories, Inc., Rocky

%

is

on the

communiWest

'71 is chief resident of the

Bloomfield School System.

University of North Dakota Minot Family Practice

secretary of the Jacksonville,111. Children's

James Koster '70 is

Center residency program.

Foundation.She continues as the directorof the

DTC.
Dave Postmus '70 is a

Cheryl Richardson
news
alumni

Bar in Michiganand

'66

Peterson is

a

directorand

Educational Day Care Center.

a

senior securitiesofficer at

The Reverend Robert W. Nienhuis
sales representativewith

Kenneth Tenckinck '66 is the pastor of the First DigitalEquipment Corp., medical systems group, in
Reformed Church of Astoria,Astoria,Queens, New Orange County, Calif.
ChristinePeacock '70 Powers is the 1st ViceYork.
Mary Klaasen '66 Vanderbeekis teaching kinder- President of Aurora, Colo. Republican Women's
Club. She is also a member of the Board of Directors
garten in the Hudsonville, Mich. Public Schools.
Robert Werge '66 is working for the International of the ColoradoFederation of RepublicanWomen.
She is the editor of the political weekly. Access.
Training Division of the U.S. Dept, of Agriculture in
William Stampel '70 is a chief in the pulmonary
Washington, D.C.
The Reverend Wayne Van Kampen '67 conducted medicinesection,USAH, Seoul, Korea.
Virginia Sullivan'70 Syperda, M.D . has a family
a seminaron ministerialburnout in Denver, Colo.
Beth Van Kuiken '67 Buys was awarded the Mil- practicein Lansing, Mich.
lion Dollar Circle by the sales and marketing council Anfte Larsen '70 Wykstra teaches at the University
of the National Association of Home Builders.
Larry Deboer '67 who was killed in Cambodia in
1970, was remembered by an

Army buddy

in

a

Veterans Day feature in The Grand Rapids Press.
The author recalled thelasting impression Larry had

made on him in Viemam. Larry was awarded the
Bronze Star medal, with oak leaf cluster,posthumously for his heroism in combat.
Randall Miller '67 has written a book entitled. The
Kaleidoscopic Lens, published by Jerome Ozer Publisher. The book is about movies.
Alan VandenBerg '67 is a technical. representative
for Electro Nucleonics, Inc., Holland, Mich.
Carl '67 and Carol Van Middlesworth'67 Van
Wyk and their daughters, Christin and Carrie are
spending a year in Hawaii . Carl has been assigned by
the Navy to work with the 3rd fleet as a civilian

of Tulsa.

Roger J. Bolhouse '71 is a detectivesergeant in the
Michigan State Police Crime Lab.
Thomas Brown '71 is personnel manager for Lacy
Corp. in Martinsville,Va.
David Dustin '73 is a Middle Eastern specialist
working in the internationalcontracts group of
EG&G Washington AnalyticalServicesCenter, Inc. ,
in Arlington, Va.
Kathleen Halverson '73 Dustin is an independent
studioartist. Her

MFA

exhibition,entitled "Patterns

of Chicago.

Vem Roelofs '71

is a research chemist with Bird and
Son in East Walpole,Mass.
Kathryn Page '72 Camp is an attorney for the
ChicagoBoard of Trade.
Tom Davelaar '72 is the head varsity basketball
coach at Zeeland, Mich, high school.

J.

Kim Dedee '72

in

business administration at the University of Ar-

is

completing his doctoral studies

kansas.

Jonathan Glerum '72 is a senior engineer for Westinghouse Electric Corp. in Baltimore, Md.
Ken Gralow '72 is working with his father-inthe
electric motor repair business. He is self-employed in
the laundromatand car wash business in Guilderland, N.Y.
2nd Lt. Richard Hine '72, USMC, is stationed at
Camp Lejeune, N.C. where he is a platoon commander.
Becky Shadwell'72 Hudak is teaching handicapped adults basic skills for the City Colleges of

of Memories," is currently touring the Southwest

Chicago.

under the auspices of the Arizona Commission on

Roger Jones '72 is a production supervisor at Xerox
Corp.
Barbara Ann Paul '72 is a nurse in the surgicalICU
departmentat the University of Illinois Hospital in

the Arts.

Laura Rycenga

'71

Eling

is a

placement specialist at

the Ottawa Area Vocational Center, Holland, Mich.
Art Hudak '71 is pastorof the Church of Good News

Chicago.

Glenn Pride '72 is organist-choirmaster of

in Chicago,

Margaret Bosker '68 is workingfor R. G. Hudson&
Co., PersonnelConsultants, in Kalamazoo, Mich.
Mike Dillbeck '68 is a graduate student at Michigan State University in social work.
Sidney Disbrow, D.C. '68 has been selectedfor
inclusionin "Who's Who in Chiropractic" and "Distinguished Leaders in Health Care". He has completed the initial phase of specializationin Applied

Norine Everson '71 Jones is a freelancewriter.She
is co-author and editor of Your Mouth Is Your Business, a book on dental health to be published in the

el's

spring of 1980.

Symphony Orchestra

Jon

Dykema '68 is a

trust officer at the First Na-

tionalBank of Arizona in Tucson.

111.

Leigh Martin '71

is

teaching in the microbiology

backlogue
100 years ago. ...
1880 — In an open letter to all Reformed
churches, PresidentPhelps made an appeal for
financial support of Hope, then in the midst of
a grave financial crisis. To save the College he
suggested that each congregation raise an
amount equal to $1 per family. With 43,000
familiesregisteredin the denomination,
Phelps was certain his appeal could earn
enough money to pay all debts and leave a
substantialbalance.

Gary Ferguson '68 is president of the Newburgh,
N.Y. Jaycees. He is teaching Spanish at Free
Academy High School in Newburgh.
ChristianFenton '69 is chief accountant and office
manager for Grosse Point Public Schools.
A. Gary Gauger '69 is vice president for HBE Corp. ,
a contract management firm, in St. Louis, Mo.
Bill Klebe '69 is working for Wendy's Inti, in
Pennsylvania.
Judy Munro '69 Klebe is teaching in the Shippensburg,Penn. Home Start Program.
Glenn Syperda, M.D . '69 is a staff anesthesiologist 50 years ago.
.
at Lansing GeneralHospital, Lansing, Mich.
spring, 1930 — President Dimnent announced
Peter Walther '69 is the organist-choir directorat
his resignationto the Board of Trustees. He
Stone Presbyterian Church, Clinton, N.Y. He
was persuaded to continue to administer until
teaches piano privately in the Clinton area.
July 31, 1931.
1970's
1929-1930 — Chapter houses for fraternities, a
Bob Block '70 is Title I Director at Victor Valley, notion which had long been frowned on by the
Collegeadministration,had become the rule at
Calif., Junior High School.
Douglas Bratt '70 formed a law partnership with Hope.
John Morse under the firm name of Morse & Bratt in
Vancouver,Wash.
10 years ago ---Dan Colenbrander '70 is an engineer at Lear
Feb. 19, 1970 — Astronaut Colonel Frank BorSiegler, Instrument Division,in Grand Rapids, Mich.
man visited Hope as the "class hero" of the
The Reverent David Corlett '70 completedhis
Class of 1972
term as president of the Columbia-Greeneclassis,
March, 1970 — Hope receiveda $500,000 chalR.C.A.
Steven Harms '70 is one of the founders of Coven- lenge grant from the Kresge Foundation of
lij ant Title Company in West Bloomfield, Mich. Steve Detroit for constructionof a new science
.

S
'

is

an officer of the council of general practicesection

X
u.
z

an in-

time on his Ph.D. in higher education at the University

specialist.

Kinesiology.

'71 is

structor of practicaltheology. Trinity Evangelical
Divinity School, Deerfield, 111. He is working part

center.

.

First

Presbyterian Church, Dalton, Ga. He directsthe

Community Chorus which presented Hand"Messiah" accompaniedby the Chattanooga

Dalton

Ride Transit, is Holland's public transporta-

tion system.

Steve Wykstra 72 teaches at the University of
Tulsa.
Philip J. Bos, Ph.D. 73 is working in the research

and developmentdepartmentat Tektronics, Inc. in
Portland, Ore.
Daniel Bouwman, M.D. 73 is practicingemergency medicine in Kalamazoo, Mich.
Marla Dannenbring73 is working at the Los
Angeles Hilton Hotels.
John Geneva 73 is the assistantplant superintendent at Technology,Inc., industrialproducts division in Grand Haven, Mich.
Bill Munsell 73 is teaching sixth grade in Rochester, N.H.
Judy Lookenhouse73 Vander Schaaf is director
of music and organistat Emmanuel Episcopal Church
in Alexandria, Va.
Tom Vis 73 is working for Washington Analytical
Services Center, Inc., consultants to the U.S.
on

a

Navy

contractto expand and operate the naval forces

ten

a

family devotional book which will be published

Pam

and her husband are in the ministry in Portland.
H. Tim Merkle 74 was admitted to the Ohio Bar
and is working for the Franklin County prosecutor in
Columbus, Oh.
Deb Nitsch 74 is a student minister with A Christian Ministries in the National Park in Big Bend
National Park, Texas.
Patti Ross 74 Oakes

is

directorof religiouseduca-

tion at the Unitarian Church of Harrisburg, Pa.

Dale Rice 74

is

an environmentalengineer at

Keeler Brass Co., Grand Rapids, Mich., involved
with air, water, and solid waste management.
Timothy Van Dam 74 is workingfor Warren Hansen Associates of New York City, an architectural
interiordesign firm.

Arlene Dekker 75 Akker is teaching part time in
Fruitport,Mich. She is an activities co-ordinator for
a Muskegon, Mich, convalescent home. She is working on her master of social work degree, specializing
in gerontology, at Western Michigan University.
Kathy Jo Blaske 75, minister of Christian education at Third Reformed Church in Holland, Mich.,
was ordained to the gospel ministry and installed in
her present position on Oct. 28 in Holland.

Daniel Boote 75

Company in

Annual Alumni Fund now. Become

is

working for Northern Trust

Chicago.

Charlene Bos 75

Human

a part of the present and future of Hope.

is workingon her Ph.D. thesis in Pharmacology
and Toxicology at Michigan State University.
Nancy Ball 76 Halvorsen is beginningmedical
school at Michigan State University.
Selwyn Harlow 76 is in General Electric's financial
management program as an accountant in their
North Bergen,N.J. service shop.
Nancy Pickell 76 Hendricks is working for Polk
Publications,Inc. in Detroit, Mich.
George Latzanich 76 is working on his master's

degree in specialeducation at the University of

Michigan after serving for 2 years with the Peace
Corps in Bahrain.
David Litts 76 was presented the Dr. Eugene W.
Strawn Memorial Award at Illinois College of Optometry's Fall Awards Assembly.The award is given
at the beginning of each academic year to honor
students for highest scholasticachievement.

marriages
Theodore Bassman, Jr. and Nancy Wallendal'72,
Sept. 22, 1979, Wyckoff, N.J.
John H. Brown 76 and Jody Swanson.
Bruce J. Christie and Barbara Brown 76, Sept. 8,
!979.
PhilipA. Dejong 77 and J. Christine Clemens 76,

Kent Droppers 78 and Alice Hayes _78, Aug. 20,

Pam Hetjonk 74 McMillan is a document word

not please send your check to the

Manufacturer's Association Fellowship for 1979.

June 16, 1979.

processor at Portland, Ore. General Electric.

If

Bob Ambrose 76 is the high school band directorin
Buchanan, Mich.
Steve Berger 76 is a financial territory manager for
Burroughs Corp.
John Brown 76 is an associateattorney with the
Grand Rapids, Mich, law firm of Varnum, Riddering, Wierenga, and Christenson.
Michael Carpenter 76 is manager of the Friendly
Restaurant in Sharon, Pa.
Cindy Clair 76 is program directorfor the Arts
Council of Greater Grand Rapids, Mich. Her work in
the developmentof scientific methods in artistic research and her study of art in human development
influenced her selectionby the committee.
Cynthia Clark 76 is employed in the University
Library of the State University of New York at Albany.
Elaine M. Faustman 76 receiveda Pharmaceutical

Robert Zilinski 73 is an associategeologist for
Phillips PetroleumCo., Latin America Regional Office, in Miami, Fla.
Paul Boddy 74 is the owner-player-coach
of the
Bogota, N.J. Disc Jockeys ultimate frisbeeteam.
Barbara Basnett 74 Inman is working in the industrial engineering department at RobertshawControls. She is coaching varsityvolleyballat West Ottawa, Mich. High School.
Ginger Huizenga 74 Jurries and a friend have writ-

law in the State of Michigan.

We Heard
From You?

school.

of Saudi Arabia.

in 1980.
Scott Lenheiser 74 was sworn into the practiceof

Have

Mountain District.
Paul Hendricks 75 is teaching in the Detroit,
Mich. Public Schools.
L. Allen Heneveld 75 is controllerfor Wells Manufacturing and Subsidiary in Kalamazoo,Michigan.
Steven Mancinelli 75 is studying with the Martha
Graham Dance Co and working with the Village
Quadrille Choreographersin New York City. In
early spring he will be touring with the Chiang
Ching Dance Co.
Andy Nyboer, D.D.S. 75 has opened a dental
practicein Spring Lake, Mich.
Joan Donaldson-VanVoorhees
75 will dance at
the RCA Women's Triennial Conferenceand will
lead two seminars on "simplifying your lifestyle."
Laura McMullin 76 Ambrose is a band directorin
the Lake Shore, Mich, elementaryand junior high

She

in Dec.

Allan Reiff 72 is a bank branch manager for Industrial State Bank & Trust Co., Kalamazoo,Mich.
Mike Van Lente 72 is the manager of DART
Transportation System in Holland, Mich. DART,
Dial-a-

Freisatz 75 is a hydrocarbonwell logging

is

a

Resources in

Christy DeHaan 75

secretary in the

RCA

office

of

New York

City.
is teaching preschool hand-

1978.

Ronald Franz and Marilyn Postma '66, July, 1978.
David Gerber 76 and Sharon Carnahan 79, May
26, 1979, Albany, N.Y.
Tom Hooyman 73 and Phyllis J. Kleder 73, Oct.
27, 1979, Holland, Mich.
Max Inman and Barbara Basnett 74, Aug. 4, 1979.
Kenneth Stephen Jarvisand Wendy Jean Steinberg
77, Sept. 8, 1979, Saugerties, N.Y.
CharlesS. Kan 72 ana Hueylin Jiang, Aug. 18,
1979, Amoy, Kowloon, Hong Kong.
Herbert Kraker 79 and Lynn Owen 79, Oct. 20,
1979, Muskegon, Mich.
Lee Jeffrey McKay and Susan Beth Walkotten 77,
Aug. 5, 1978.
Andy Naber '80 and Pamela Sue Prins, Oct. 12,
1979, Holland, Mich.
Gary Oster 78 and Priscilla Bartels 78, Muskegon,
Mich.
WilliamRasplica 74 and JoDee Keller 74, Dec. 22,
1979.
Dale Rice 74 and Susan Marie Ellis, Sept, 22, 1979,

Grosse Pointe Farms, Mich.
Vem Roelofs 71 and Nancy Hanna Moore '71, Jan.
18, 1980, Albany, N.Y.
Arthur R. Seder and KristiDroppers 76, Dec. 30,
1977.
Charles Alden Seifert78 and Judith Ann Steenwyk,
Oct. 12, 1979, Zeeland, Mich.
David Snow and Leslie Doscher 76, Oct. 6, 1979,

Winnebago,.Neb.
Walter Studdeford '51 and Abigail McKinney
Dahl-Hansen,May 19, 1979.
Takamasa Takahashiand Kathem Korver 75, Aug.
17, 1975.

Dewey Thompson78 and Debra Mallory78, Aug.
10, 1979, Massapequa,N.Y.
Gilbert Turner III and Janet Garabrant78, Aug. 3,
1979, Armington, 111.
Robert Valentineand Diane Gnade 77, Nov. 9,
1979, South Holland, 111.
David VanderVelde78 and Jane Visser 79, Dec. 29,
1979.
Christopher W. Verdonk and Sylvia Haug 77, Aug.
4, 1979, Rockford, 111.
Michael Westenbroekand P.
1979, Holland, Mich.

J.

Coldren 75, Nov. 3,

icapped children in Paoli, Pa.

Noel Wing 79 and Sue Ann VanSkiver,Aug. 18,

Ron Dimon 75

1979,

is

teaching sciencein Fabius, N.Y.

Br

'

Gus Lukow '76 is a physics-chemistry teacher at cal essay accepted for publication by the Colorado
Byron Center, Mich. High School.
based Humanist Society.
Janet Lapkes '76 Lukow is a customerservice rep- John Kleinert '77 is working in the process research
resentativeat First MichiganBank and T rust in Hudand developmentdepartment at Amway Corp. , Ada,
sonville,Mich.
Mich.
Richard Martinus '76 is a financial analystfor Wes- Robin Lemmer '77 is working on a ranch in the
tinghouse A.S.P. in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Teton Mountain range in Idaho.
Charles Pruim '76 is completing his doctorate in
Jim Martin '77 is attending medical school at St.
physiologicalsolarification at the University of
Georges University in Grinada, West Indies.
Hawaii, Honolulu.
Susan Walkotten '77 McKay has completedthe
Stuart Scholl '76 is a high school scienceteacherand management training program at Security National
cross country coach in Crescent City, Calif. He is
Bank in Battle Creek, Mich. She is the assistant
active in marathon running, kayaking and backpackauditor of Security National Bank.
ing.
DeclairMcNamee '77 is a management analyst
Leslie Doscher '76 Snow has returned to college to
with the Blue Bell Corp. in Greensboro,N.C.
complete the requirements for Nebraska teachercer- Peter Morse '77 was selecteda member of the law
tification in secondary English.
review at Chicago Kent collegeof Law. His selection
Faith Van Hoven '76 is helping establisha Des
was based on scholasticachievement.
Action in St. Petersburg, Fla. to aid those who have
Margaret Patterson'77 is a junior-senior high
been exposed en utero to the estrogen, Diethylstil- school math teacher at Villa Walsh Academy in
bestrol,which recent studies have shown to be a
Morristown,N.J.
cause of a rare form of cancer in the offspring of
John Petrovich'77 is a rehabilitation
counselor and
mothers who took DES during pregnancy.
vocationalevaluator for Goodwill Industries,Grand
Daniel Van Peumis '76 is a guidance counselor at Rapids, Mich.
East Kentwood, Mich. High School.
Kiyoi D. Petrovich'77 is a claims adjustor for
Kim Zylstra '76 is food servicedirectorat Grand AllstateInsurance Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

;

Rapids Baptist College.

worker in an adult
after care program in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Mary Pyle '77 Bombara is an assistanteditor at
Zondervan Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.
Mary Voskuil '77 Boole is teaching at Loyola
Academy in Wilmette,111.
Dan D'Elia '77, a second year student at Penn College of Optometry, is a member of Beta Sigma
Kappa, intemationoptometric honors fraternity.
Diane Eldredge '77 is office manager for Norelco
Lighting Supply Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.
Donald G. Elferink '77 is a lab technicianat
B.A.S.F. Wyandotte Corp., Holland, Mich.
Robert Gunther '77 is sales manager for Strawsine
ManufacturingCo. He is attending Indiana Universocial

sity part' time.

Rachel Hesselirik

'77

Fell

is

ter's degree in political science

workingon her Masat The American Uni-

versity in Washington D.C.

Wendy Steinbeig,'77 Jarvis is a personnel examNew York, researching and

iner for the state of

writing civil service exams

.

She has had

a

philosophi-

of Linquistics,a school for training Wycliffe Bible

placement with Management Resources in the Loop,
Chicago.

Hospital in Chicago.

Ryan Adolph

translators,workingon a master's degree in linguistics. This

past

summer she

did linguisticwork in

Feb.
NFHC
’80

Joan Criscuolo'78 is an internalsales co-ordinator
for A. E. Styles Manufacturing
Co. in Point Pleasant
Beach, N.J.

at

Douglas Crew '78 is

a

tooling expeditor for the

purchasing department at Volkswagenof America in

Warren, Mich. He

is

workingon

his

MBA

degree at

the University of Detroit.

Jack Dekker '78

is

trainingspecialist for

a

human

Miller, Inc.'s
land, Mich.

Herman

Educational Testing Service in Princeton, N.J.

Sally

resources departmentin Zee-

P”

'79 is a consultant in accounting

Brad B ingel '79 is a data analystat Amencan Digital
Systems,Inc., Huntsville, Ala.
Mark Boelkins '79 is a first year student at the
University of Michigan Medical School.
Adelia Decker '79 is house manager at a half-way
house for emotionally disturbed females in Winter
Haven, Fla.
Sharon Carnahan '79 Gerber is a researchassistant

Beria, W. Africa for the Sudan InteriorMission.

Gilman '79 is a teacher consultant, in the
Community Schools, working

-Hamilton, Mich.

with elementaryage special education children.

Alice Hayes '78 Droppers
coach at Hope.

is

the Women's Tennis

CatherineHeise ’79 is an assistant editor for World
Book Encyclopedia in Chicago.
David Kammeraad '79 is a distributionanalyst at
Ford Motor Co., Lincoln-Mercurydivision.
Sandra Kelley '79 is teaching 5th grade in Tinley

Brian Hipwell '78 is attending the University of
Toledo Law School.
John Kullman '78

is a

petroleum engineer for

Dow-

divisionof Dow ChemicalCo. He will receive
his training in Ohio and then will be moving to
Tulsa, Okla.
ell, a

Park, Dl.

Heather King '79 is a biologistwith MAR, Inc. and
is working on a contrart at the USEPA in Chicago.
Kim Proos '79 is a branch assistant at the Crosstown
Branch,First National Bank, Portage, Mich.
Pamela Sue Ripperda '79 is a veterinary medicine
student at Michigan State University.

Dave Smazik '77 is a

University at Indianapolis.

Mark Bombara '77 is a

Beth Visscher '79 is a guest serviceagent at The
Sheratonin Boston,
Sherry Visscher'78 is a physicaltherapist at Mercy

Karen Sikkema '77 is teaching 7th grade English at
Christian Junior High, El Cajon, Calif.
Paul Pettys '78 has left St. Louis after painting six
Ann Renks '77 Smazik is working at First National super graphics— a Church, residentialsand the
Bank, Dubuque, Iowa.
Playboy Club. Presently he is paintingmore graphics

Sherry Lewis '76 Zylstra is senior merchandise
manager, J. C. Penny, Woodland Mall, Grand
Rapids, Mich.
Michael Bayus '77 was named an Outstanding
Young Man of America by the National Chanber of
Commerce. He recently gave an organ recital in
Burton, Mich.
Jerry Bevington '77 received the Southern
MethodistUniversity Meadows Fellowship in the
Fine Arts and will begin work on the M.F. A. degree
this spring in Dance/Choreography.
Anne Blackwell '77 is interning for the Indiana
House of Represtntativesmajority staff. She is also a
graduate student at Indiana University - Purdue

Mass.

and Education at Fellowship Reformed Church in
Muskegon, Mich.
Marlin Boer '78 is a silk screen printer at Antec
Engineering, Fruitport,Mich.
Kathy Butts '78 is a student at the Summer Institute

student at University of
and meeting with American Artist Eric Sloane in
Dubuque Theological Seminary.
Santa Fe.
Martha Suydam '77 is teaching music in Lanark, Brian Stauffer '78 is working on his MBA degree at
Western Michigan University while working as a
Cindy Bere '77 TenHave is working for McFaddin sales co-ordinator at Herman Miller in Zeeland,
Kendrick, Inc. in General Ledger as an accountant.
Mich.
Lew Ten Have '77 is a geologistwith Marathon Oil
Co. in Houston, Tex.
Diane Gnade '77 Valentine is a registerednurse
working in the oncologyunit of IngallsMemorial
Hospital, Harvey, 111.
Rick VanDerMeuIen '77 is a wholesale distributor
for McDonald's Dairy Foods.
S. Craig Van Zanten, Jr. '77 is workingfor Thys-

Janette

Vandenberg '79 is an

admissions co-

ordinator at the Lahey Clinic in Boston, Mass.
Peter

Wamock,

'79 is a Peace Corps volunteer,

teaching secondary education, sciencein Port Lako,
Sierra Leone, West Africa.

Alumni Weekend
May

sen Specialty Steels,Inc. (Edelstahl),Dusseldorf,

West Germany.
Sylvia Haug '77 Verdonk is teaching math and
junior high Literaturein the Battle Creek, Mich.

Walbum

degree at the University of Detroit.

James Wildgen '77

is working on his M.B.A. degree at the University of Detroit.

Abigail Woodby '77 teaches kindergarten in
Fennville, Mich.
Jim Bedor'78 is presidentof the sophomore dental

Friday
Saturday

is

directorof Youth, Music,

Luncheon

Hope College
Induction into Fifty Year
Van Vleck Hall

Circle

4 p.m.

1935

Class of

the University of Michigan.'

Boer

Hall

Vleck
4 p.m.
Class of 1930
Bernard and Geneva VandenBrinkArendshorst, co-chairpersons
Pre-Dinner Get-together 7 p.m.
Holland Country Club
1 p.m.

known as SisterCarolyn Ann.
Carol Cook '77 Wildgen is workingfor Burroughs
Corp. as an information specialist in the Information
ResearchCenter. She is working on her M.B.A.

'78

1980

,

Laveme VanderHill,president

Saturday .Van

is

Laune Dunn

1

Fifty Year Circle
'77 has become a nun in the

Society of St. Margaret. St. Margaret's is an Episcopal order with its main house in Boston, Mass. She

class at

1

REUNIONS

Pennfield Schools.

Carolyn

9-

Virginia Kooiker Luidens, chairperson

Class of

1

940

Henry Mouw, chairperson

Saturday

deaths
Linda Johnson '71 Bancroft died in December,
1979 following a long illness. She was a resident
of Brooklyn,N.Y.

Among his survivorsare

his

wife, Nellie Kole '24

director of Project

Louise Brusse '18 Fenton died recentlyin Temple,

a

Texas.

Among

her survivors are her husband,Stephen;

and her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Johnson.

p.m.
Holland Country Club

Class of 945
Barbara Tazelaar Hine, chairperson
Class of 1950
Isla Streur Schipper and Janice Vander Borgh Ver Heist, co-chairpersons
Informal Gathering 6:30 p.m.
Holland Country Club
1 p.m.
1

;

and two daughters, Evelyn Ewing and Mary Jane
DeWeerd.

She was a former English teacher and an assistant
Reach Youth in Brooklyn. She was
student at Union Theological Seminary.

Luncheon 1

She is survived by a son, Robert '40; a daughter,
Marjorie, '36; and a brother, Lester Brusse '24.

Friday

Saturday

Luncheon

Holland Elks Club
Garret J. Boone '24 died on January28, 1980
Herbert W. Hines, former professor of Russian at
in Hamilton,Ohio from injuriessuffered in a fall.
Hope College, died in Clear Lake, Iowa on Dec. 26,
Dr. Boone earned M.S., Ph.D., and MT). degrees 1979.
from the University of Cincinnati.He was a coroner
Dr. Hines received his B.A. and M.A. degrees
for Butler County, Ohio for 40 years.He was known
from Harvard, and his B.D. and his B.D. and Ph.D.
for his skill at forensicdebate in courts of law.
degrees from the University of Chicago. He had been
Among his survivors are his wife, Carol; one
President of Rocky Mountain College and taught at
daughter, Virginia Frye; one son. Garret J.; a
Momingside College. He was an ordained Baptist
sister, Ada Boone Raak '29 Boone, and a brother,
minister.
Daniel.

Helene Van Raalte '21 Dalenberg died on Jan. 11 ,
1980 in Holland, Mich.
She was the daughterof the late Mr. & Mrs.
Albertus Van Raalte.She lived in Chicago until her
husband's retirement twelve years ago when they
moved to Holland.
She is survived by her husband, John '20 ; and two

He

is

survived by seven sons and two daughters.

Richard Hoodema '32 died in Holland, Mich, on
Dec. 21, 1979. He had suffered a stroke in 1978.
Mr. Hoodema was a retiredscienceteacher. Her
career was spent in Zeeland, Mich. Public Schools
where he was chairman of the science department
and teacher of Physics.
Among his survivors are his wife, Geneva.

sons, John Jr. and Robert V. R. ; and a sister Christine Van Raalte '16 Van Westenburg.

Class of 1955
Joyce VanderBorgh Rink, chairperson
Golf and Tennis 4 p.m.
Buffet 7 p.m.

Friday

Saturday

Macatawa Yacht Club
Class of

1

960

Chuck Coulson, chairperson

Saturday

Luncheon 1

p.m.

The Hatch
Class of

1965

Ron and Sandra Cady Mulder, chairpersons

Saturday

Luncheon

I p.m.

- The Hatch

ALUMNI DINNER

Punch

Phelps Patio 5 p.m.
Phelps Dining
6 p.m.
Tickets available through the Alumni Office
$6.50 per person

Dinner

Room

Lucy Vander Ploeg 18 Lubbers died suddenly on
Aug. 18, 1979 in Orange City, lowe.
Harvey A. DeWeed '24 died on Nov. 22, 1979 after
Her survivors include her husband. The Reverend
a brief illness at Pacific Palisades,Calif.
R. J. Lubbers '14 ; and two daughters, Dorothy BawDr. DeWeerd earned his master's degree and
den and Ruth DeCook.
Ph.D. degree from the University of Michigan.He

Campus

was a Carnegie Post Doctoral Fellow at the Institute

DeWitt Cultural Center

The Reverend Isaac Scherpenisse'23 died recently
for Advanced Study at Princeton University.
in Muncie, Ind.
He taught at Michigan State University, UniverHe received his B.Th. degree from Western
sity of Michigan, DenisonUniversity, University of
Theological Seminary and his M.Th. from PrinceMissouri, where he was chairmanof the department ton Theological Seminary.
of history and a lecturerin the political science deDuring his careerhe served Reformed and Presbypartment. He served as a consultant to universities terian churches in Michigan,New York, North
and corporations.
Dakota, and Missouri. He was a class representaDr. DeWeerd served with the U.S. Army during tive for the class of 1923.
World War II. He retiredfrom the military as a
Among his survivors are his wife and a daughter.

Holland Country Club

Luncheon 1 p.m.

tours will be available throughout the day originatingfrom the
patio.

The Dow Health and PhysicalEducation Center
enjoyment.
A Hospitality Center

will

be located

in

The

be open for your

Kletz, DeWitt Cultural Center.

Reunions for the Classes of 1970 and 1975
Homecoming, October 24-26, 980.

with

will

will be held in conjunction

1
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What Does

it

Take

to he

a Writer?

Work

opinion

Wit,

Word-Power

and

The publishingof Alumni Opus in this issue
of News from Hope College prompted us to
question R. Dirk Jellema,chairmanof the department of English,about the current state of
poetry and fiction writing on campus.
Jellema has been teaching creative
writing — partly by terror ("Our grades will
be based on how many pages' worth?"), partly
. by unminced criticism ("Why don't you go
back and do another draft and try making the
ending the beginning") and partly by encouragement that is neither effusive nor expected
("That's a pretty swinging poem") — since He
joined the Hope facultyin 1964.

And the minute you write only

for yourself,
then only yourselfis going to be able to understand yourself.
Q. What's the state of religious poetry to-

day?
A. Pretty sad. Always has been. There are very
few religious poems that are any good.
Q. Do Hope students show an interest in
writing religious poetry?
A. Yes, I guess so.
Q. Do you give them any special

quidelines?
A. No. All poems

are religious. I don't think
you can separate God or your beliefs about love
and hate from any other beliefs that you've
He is a graduate of Calvin College and holds
got. It creeps in. What you mean by religious
the Master of Fine arts degree from the University of Oregon.
poetry, I suppose, is occasionalpoetry
Easter poems and things like that. I always tell
Q. Nearly everyone agrees that recent
my students to stay away from them unless
years have brought about a decline in stuthey have an angle nobody else has thought of.
dents' expository writing skills. Has there
And that is very hard to come up with.
been a corresponding trend in creative
Q. Any theories on why Hope hasn't prowriting?Is there a connection between
duced a creative writer of national reputagood expository writing and good creative
tion? In your 15 years at Hope, have you
writing?
seen many who had the capabilities?
A. I wish I had time to answer that. The decline
A. I'm not sure Hope hasn't. But it hasn't
in students' expository writing skills, 1 supduring my tenure here. .
pose, is so broad an accusation that I would
I don't know. Pick 500 schools of Hope's
have to deny it. There has been a declinein
size, find out how many of them have produced
some things, but, as far as I am concerned, it is
creative writers of national reputation,and I
traceable almost exlusively to the kind of readdon’t think you would find very many. And
ing students do and the kind of hearing that
then, what does "national reputation" mean?
students do. I think they are no more deficient
Maybe what you really mean is. Why hain the important things of writing — say, the
ven't we produced students who have gone on
use of accurate words or the use of the right
and become writers full-time?We have done
land of logic — than they were 10 or 15 years
that. Most of them haven't been fiction
ago. But everything is relative, of course. 1 am
writers.
. Mostly because they don't want to
in that answer trying to compensate for the enmake sacrifices,I think ____ Many who had the
thusiasm I had in my youth as a teacher,as
capabilities? you betcha. ... I could name a lot
opposed to the enthusiasms that I have now.
of names. Lois ten Hoor (Sterenberg '70),
You see the same things overand over again, of
Martha Mulder ('73), Gerald Swieringa
course. . .
('72) — these come to mind. David Havinga
Correspondingtrends in creative writing?
Well, people aren't interested as much in writ- writing — or teaching things to avoid in writ- A. You're asking me not as a writing teacher, ('69), Schutter (William '71)— any of those,
but as a critic,and I don't like criticism very and at least a dozen more that I'm not thinking
ing. Lots of writers have tried lots of things in
ing. ... In the last five years, say, by and large
of right now. Nancy Flier (Kennedy '71). You
there have been more people wanting to take history — and lots of them should not be done. much. But — no poetry is formless. Much of
contemporarypoetry seems formless,and
It has been a tacit agreementamong writers
take a bunch of them, and — all right, they
creative writing courses and the majority of
much of it is.
could have invented somethingunknown.
them have been ones that have been taught in and critics that there are certain things you
Well, I don't know, I like regularpoetry. So They could have been good.
don't do if you hope to come out writing well.
. There were so
the method of "free writing," they think of
did Auden, and I like Auden maybe for that many of them. So many of them had good
writing as therapy, and not much else. They Like writing poems about snow what have
reason.
stories to tell.
have been victims,I think, more of the kind of one-word lines, all ending in -ing:
All right, so what's the point of it all? Well,
The elements necessary are: strong images,
positivereinforcement that goes on in high
falling
a good wit and a vocabulary that can't be beat.
ask Harry Frissel (professor of physics) if there
schools than they were in the past. I am not
stalling
Because words are much more important in
is anybody of his ex-studentswho invented the
confident of that judgment, but that's a specusmalling
poetry than in prose. If you throw in one
hydrogen bomb. Well, there were some who
lation I have.
calling
cliche,one sad simile, one bad adjective, or one
might of, but they did other things.
A connection between good expositorywritbrawling
weak, lousy verb into a poem, the chances are
I could go back over and say. What students
ing and good creative writing?Not necessarily,
.
am I most proud of? I am proud of those who
and things like that are just not done. Because you're going to ruin the whole poem.
although I think there is a great connection
Q. What's the biggest obstacle facing
live good lives, I guess. Whatever a good life is. I
between what I call intelligence (which maybe anyone can do it. Any computer can do it. Any
do not mean The Good Life ---- Swieringa gave
young writers today?
computer scientist can do it.
the people in the psychology department
up his writing for fishing, I would think. Lots
Certain things (are basic) about plot. Even A. Young writers are like inventors.How
would not call intelligence) and creative writmany people get out of college with an A.B. of people have had that choice.Nancy Flier
before psychology was invented, I suppose,
ing.
. Because high intelligence has somedegree
and say, "I'm going to be an inventor?" works for the American Friends ServiceCompeople
were
saying:
Look,
you
have
to
have
thing like imagination going with it. But that,
That's exactlywhat a writer does — he's makmittee. Bev Greer (Langeveld '70) is married.
of course,would mean probably that there is a characterand you have to have conflict. If you
ing somethingout of nothing, and he doesn't Lois ten Hoor is married. Where do you take
don't have a character involved, and if you
correlationbetween expository writing and
your chances?
don't have a characterwho is developed a little know if there is going to be an audience for it.
good creative writing.
An inventor,of course, can have much more of
Writing is somethingthat maybe you have
bit, the conflict isn't going to make any difSo there are three questions subsumed
an accurate predictionof what is possible for to do either when you are young or when you
under one — and all of them get iffy and evasive ference.But if you don't have a little bit of
him. The world will beat a path to his door and
are old. At least you have to take a big chance at
conflict somewhere along the line, the characanswers.
then beat down the door of someone who init. Writing is like religion, like Christianityin
ter isn't going to make much difference. And
Q. Are good writers bom, not made?
vents a better mousetrap. At least a guy who's some ways ; the writer is always more attracted
. there have been variationsof that going on
A. I suppose that of 20 people who
doing a better mousetrap know's what he's got to the immediate disciplesand, probably more, to
register in a creative writing class, 15 of them almost from one extreme to the other, but
to compete against. He knows what his audithe rich young ruler who had to sell everything
. has some
could be good writers — whatever- one means almost every respectablestory
ence
wants.
That's
not
quite
true
of
the
and follow Him. There are lots of reasons
character
and
some
conflict.
by "good writers" — but they don't put the
writer ____ And that means he can't make a
many of them wrong — for selling everything,
• You can teach a thing or two about using
work into it. I think that I am a better
for giving up everything and trying to be a
living
at
it.
verb
and
nouns
and
about
how
to
begin
a
story,
writer now than I was in college because I know
There are a lot of starving writers,some
writer. It is the same with musicians. You
how to write second, and third, and fourteenth how to use dialogue. (Editor's note: Jellema
also meets student individual on a regular basis starving’ for utterly legitimatereasons.That's know, I suppose most of the musicians that
drafts of stories, articles,or whatever. Now, I
the sort of thing young writers should be aware come out of Hope College end up being church
might be even better, I might be a published throughout the duration of the course. The
of — he has to want to do it, and if he wants to
organists, if they follow it at all. 1 don't know;
novelistor something — if I had made certain purposes of these sessions, he says, are to do
other sacrifices.And then again, I might have editing, to encourage, and to give the student do it full-time, then he's going to have to eat a this is a frontier. Most of the M.D.s that have
graduated from Hope College end up in very
been a complete failure. Who knows? There some alternatives. "I am sort of the inquisitor whole lot of government handout beans and
bread, and things like that.
common sorts of things, like slicing open an
in the sense that I want to find out what the
are so many circumstances that enter into
Q. In your classes you spend a fair amount abdomen and the like of that. They are very
student was really trying to say," he notes.)
somethingas chancey as writing.
.
good at what they do — admirable, as I am sure
Are good writers bom ? Yes . Are they made ? Q. What's the hardest thing about teaching of time emphasizing that writing should
writing?
seek an audience.Is there anything wrong that Lois ten Hoor is an admirable housewife
Yes. Nobody is a completely natural great
and mother. But to become a writer, you have
A. Getting students to write, that's all. They with writing for personal reasons, using
writer. I suppose it's possible for a person to be
think they have nothing to write about. Well, poetry as emotional therapy, for example? to really go out on a limb. You are all on your
a completely naturalgreater painter. But not a
writer; language is too complex. Not a musi- they start out thinking they have everything to A. No, there's nothing wrong with it — if you own. And your chances of success are extraor. All writdinarilysmall.
write about and that all they can write about is don't want anyone else to read it.
cian; music is too complex.
ing
is therapy, all writing is catharsis, I think.
Why hasn't Hope produced a writer of nathemselves
—
which,
in
a
way,
is
what
everyQ. Is it possibleto teach creative writing
body writes about. But they have to learn to It does something for your ego, if nothing else. tional reputation? Why doesn't America pay
on other than a one-to-one basis?
But usuallyit gets rid of a few skunners you've its artists? Why don't we have a deal, as»they
couch it in the right terms.
A. Yes. Certain parts of it, yes. There are
got against people or things or ideas or situa- have in the Netherlands, where we can give
Q. Many things today pass for poetry.
principlesinvolved. What I can do in the
tions that you have had. So far, so good. But
someone five years and feed him and clothe
classroom sessionsfalls into two categories: What elements or characteristicsdo you
what you have to realize is that your audience him and allow him to live a normal, respectable
think are necessaryfor a poem to be a
number one, teaching people to read, and,
is not you. Your audience is somebody else. life, to find out if he can be a writer or not?
poem?
number two, giving the principles of
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